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PAPER NO. 1978 - 1
The following paper was pr~sented by Mr. Donnld Worden,
Manager of Engineering with Stainleo~ St~Rl Fabricating , Inc.,

202 Inr1ustrial Drive, Columbus, \oli .9 consin 53925 , especially
for the 15th Annual Marshall Invit~tional Itnlian Cheese
Semi nar held at
\Jiscon~in,

th~

Dane County Expostion Center,

Madi~on,

on t·lay 1 and 2, 1978 o

AI.JTOM..UED HOLIJING ArJD CHILl lNG OF CO NSli!1ER
SIZE ITALIAN CHEESE
By Donald G. \Iorden
It has be e n ntated by noted authority i~ the Italian Chee~P Industry, thnt
"cooling is the least autom ated" of all the steps in producing thi~ type of
cheese, (1) We at Stainless Steel Fabricating would like to change this condition
in the industry with our introducti o n of two new '' Suoreme" product lines.

This would be our ''Chill Tank'' and our " Automated ConstJmer Size Molding Machine''•
To complement these two new lines we also are introducing this year; Brine ConvP.yors,
f l umes, spray cleaning, stainless power transmission boxe~ and also a wall mounted
or freP. stAnding Trash Dag Co ntAiner. Some of these items can b~ sP.en in our

booth ,
However, we are ~ost enthused with our breakthrough into the automated moldina and
chilling of Italian Cheese, Let me describe the physical properties of the "Su preme
Chill Tank" first,
Bas icly, the tank is thirty (JO) feet long, thirty (3 0 ) inches wide and twenty nine
(29) inches deep, containing six (6) refrigerated side wall evaporator panels, These
pane ls are r~ted at a total of 219,000 BTUs per hour~ 95° F. with a suction te mp-

eratu re nf 25° r. The compressor size required i~ a twenty { 20 ) ton unit for freon.
Howev ~r, the tank can be modified tn connect into your existing ammonia system when
specified at the time of orderin9• The customer then becomes responsible for ade~uate
refri9eran t suprly. The tank alno contains a conveyor structural suprort for two (2)
conveyors . The lower conveyor transports warm chP.ese th~ough the coaling media and

delivers quickly cooled cheese with a sufficiently rigid skin to s upport the cheese
shape until it is rlaced in a vat or flume.

The c onveyor belt is

pO\~er~d

with a

on~

quarter (1/4) horsepower varia ule Rpeed drive for adjusting the conveyor speed to the
des ired chilling time o f thP. cheeneo
The upper conveyor has the same t ype of drive
and returns the ~mpt y cheese form~ to the molding area for immediate re-u~e.

The type of loading and unloading of cheese wi th this Chill Tan k could possibly add
tan (10) to fifteen (15) feet in length tc the thirty (30) foot tank, However, rositio n or location of the on-loading and off-loading features could be kept within thP.
thirty (30) foot overall lP.ngth through alternative positioning of the ends,
This Chill Tank offers time Raving anrl water savings in removing heat.
As mnny are
aware, the D N R ond other gnverntnent ag~ncies are increasing the penalties for ~xces
eive water use and waste. Thi~ tank wil l contairt 1,500 gallons of weter and can
save nore tl13n ten (10) tiMes it ' s wat~r use every d~y, offering quite a savings.
There are savings in labor and time for handling the cheese, as well as the health of
the employees wl1o mlJst reoch into cold water to retrive ct1illed cheese as is presently
dane in many cheese factorie~. With OlJr 11 Suoreme Chill Tank'', the employees never
need to r~ach into the rRfriqerated water. Decause of th~ quick return of empty form s,
there is an ~conomic benefit of fnw f ~r mold forms required to rnake c heese . All these
savings add up to a hetter profit structure and a hetter operating coat .

Page 2
The ~econd product line in our ''Automated Consu~~r Size Molding Mnchine''·

Defer~ you
see the short fil~ of the machine in operation, I would like to equaint you \~ith it ' s
purpose and function.

For many years, there has been a dcmnnd for a mHchine to ma<c uniform pieces o f cheese
in a ~hnre very ~imiler to hnnd methods. This has been n gre<Jt chall anqe tn men Hnd
eauipment with many ~ttempt9 being madu. I beli~ve we now have what you wnnt.
Mas~ of you he:c ar~ h~ll ~~uninted with th~ ''Suprenn'' Molrl~r. This new cnn~um~r
size machine "ill orerate ot only 60 ~of it ' s po t ential cApacity when our present
Molder is o~1ernting at 100 ~ cnpAcit~ . In othe r words , tl1e new equi o~n nt is built
for the f\1ture fur even greater capAcity than AVailBble now.

In ~ l'c fil~, only the Sca~arz£! ty pe sh~pc of cheesR is pictured. However, all shapen
of consUinBr s ize chcP.so can be r1oldcd wi.th this ne\,. r.quiJ')r.'lent, only the cu p l""'nld
nP.cd

b~

chan4~u .

In this firr-'!. test , u stt1inless tr!.nk fi lled with hrine solution WRfi chilled tn Jf\° F .
with block icc . This wan tiuf ficic nt tn firm the chP.r.se quickly and m~intain or~qinAl
molrted nhOJpe. The chea!>e ,,.au marlH in the standard mei:.had using 2 1 milk.
Ed Tesch
was our Cll!!cnennker fa: the tesi:..
When you annly=c this situotinn of the first test, you con begin to conprehend the
corfidence monnq~ment placed in the engineering of the ~quipment . It is lJnh~ard of ,
Ht least fr)r me. t c> tAke ~n unte5ted, prtotypA machine R"d mnke a filr1 of i~ in
operation F'or advertising .
They did and it workP.d . A confe!:lsion must be mr~de I,Hra
that mAnagement had ~ore confidence thnn I in this film vrnture. Howr.ver, now you
can oee it f or yourself .
FlU! II

Hello , this i s Don WordRn, f1Anag~r of Engine e ring for StninlPsS Steel
I'd like to Bhow you the first tPst run of our
new Molding ~achinc for consumer si~ed cheese.

fabric utincJ , Inc . .

Tho bosic ~achine in about t~enty five (25) fe et long ond fiva ( 5)
feet widP. . Equi pment to handle the cheesP. bnforc and after molding
will udd suMe t o tl,is ~izc.
for the firHt run , we wHnt~d to nake 5camorze, the pear ~hapcd chAcse
whic l, is the hordc~t Rl,ape to mold. I designuti soMa sp~cial fnoturcs
into the mol(f. It iG mAde of fUA aflp r ovP.d plAstic Hr,d open~ to Allow
t he ch~es~ to fl oat out in the brine . Ynu will see how thi s Ar m opens
the r.,o lds. The molds are linked in enrtleos chains by Rtninless steel
fittings th~t nre attachpd her.e .

Steel rilils guide the mold~ ornun~ the circuit and control all their
functions.
Tlmre ~re actuall y t«o (2) pRrallel chHins of molds.
As they aoproach
the filling h~dd, the molds ~re invert~d by guide rail~ end mcrqe in

e staggered pAttern. So the molds from the two (2) rows pass over the
f il: ing tube alternately, and nnP. side or the other is elwRys bein9
filled. The continuous fi llinq m~ans t t1 c cheese is under steady , con trolled pressur~ , ~a butterfat loRe f r om excessive pressure i s low .

P~ge

J

After the molds are filled, they are inverted and dip immediately into
chilled hri.ne.
( \fe made thiH "dry" run without cheese sn the functions
would be easier to see. In the real run later, aeration and spr~y will

hide much of the action .)
l~ oti ce

molds.

hnw the mold

arm~

slide along the r" i1 to the right

The cheeses will floAt

fre ~

~nd

open the

and with the circulating pumps on,

wil l flow wlth the brine into a holding tAnk.
As the molds emerge frorn the brine they -a re closed by reil s anct
ov e rhP.od to be refilled,

r~+.urn

There ere two (2) sepa rate spray systems on the machine. Hot fresh
wate r rinse s the m~lds just before they enter the filling heed , A
P1exig1ass Hood controls cverscr"y and also h~lps protect the molds ,
Cold brine i s sprayed over the molds right Bfter they ore filled, precooling the chees es, (We removed this section of t he Plexigless Hood
for the film only.)
The controls are

si~ple :

on/off switc hes for chain drive,

water and brine punps and the filling heed euqcr . The top rhenstat
r egul ates the spP.ed 'l f the chain •.• the botton one control s th" r"te
of filling,
All tyu~A of Po~ta Filato C~e ese cnn be molded i11 our new machine .
f o r this fir s t trial, we chooue Mozzarellt'\ . lie can gunrantet"' chen ae
voluMe with our machine becRu oe the molt1s are uniform.
And different
s~1apes of similar volume can b~ Molded on th~ same run.
After t he cheese was mattod in t he vat to the correct acidity, we
mP.lted it and stret ched it in a s tandArd 11 !:iupreme" f·1ixing f-1achine .
Then it was augerf!d into a 11 5u pr eme" Molding ~~achine 1 whic h we had

modified for continuous fil ling .
Then, with ell the pumps and sprays on, the fir s t run at,.rted .

As aeon

a u the ne w cheesP.s cont act cold hr\.ne, in t he spray and t hen in the tank,

they bcgin forning a skin. As they bob end roll in the brine , thP.
current carries the cheese out to the weir and into the holding tank,
We tested two ( 2 ) sizes of filler n~cks simultaneously on this run,
one on each side . As expectcd thH smaller size did not fill the mold,
but the lRrger oizP. did a nice job,
Cons umer s ized cheeses, molded VP.ry f As t and automntically.

Come in and talk to us at Stainless Steel Fabricating, Inc •.

We'll

desian an automati c molding machine to fit your needs.
5 you hAve ju3t seen in t he fil m, we feel th8t the rlifficult
~pes

RS

well

88

the e"sy che r. ae

can be molded quickly , efficiently, with a better dcgree of sanitation tha n hAnd

'lding.
r you.

Al so , this is achieved at a great savings in salaries,

Ference No, lt

ItaliAn

Chees~

J ou rnal,

R

bettur oporAt ion
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The following paper was presented by Mr . Arnold Hollander, Sales Representative,
Multivac Division, Koch Supplies, Inc., 1411 West 29th Street, Kansas City ,
~!isso uri
64108, especially for the 15th Annual ~m rschall Invitational Italian
Cheese Seminar held a t the Dane County Exposition Center, Madison, Wisconsin,
on May 1, 1978.
BENEFITS OF VACUUM PACKAGING
by Arnold Hollander
There are presently 35 f irms operating Multivac rollstock packaging machines
in th e cheese industry. Many are using more than one machine.
Their reasons for purcha sing the machines are quite varied . We propose to
cover some of the benefits considered in reaching decisions to purchase these
machines. We will focus on the production of 5 lb. bulk cheese compared to
bag production . Bulk cheese benefits are the same as the benefits are for
the smaller retail sizes.
Higher vacuum level results in increased shelf life
and lower mold growth .
The rollstock film is slightly less expensive than
bags for the 5 l b. and greater cheeses .
There is no metallic clip and, therefore, no possibility
of its getting into your customer's shredder.
The extra clipping operation is generally eliminated.
This results in lower manpower.
With the new Skin Pack system, there is far less energy
(in the form of humid i ty) put into the room.
The machine greatly increases productivity • . The
machine should be profitable on a cash flow basis
in the first month .
The machinery that we are displaying in our booth includes a patented Skin
Pack feature. The Skin Pack allows us to vacuum package various cheeses in
a single pocket die. We achieve a total seal right up to the product and
shrink back the film 10 to 15% depending upon the struc t ure of th e film in
use . No external hot water bath is required; therefore, the elimination
of the operator in that step is a major profit . The M800D packaging machine
is our lower cost machine and will produce 20 five pound packages per minute.
With Skin Pack, we are able to merely change a forming and sealing insert
and convert thls llne to run 40 to 60 retail pieces per minute. This is a
5 minute conversion. It doubles the usefulness of this machine.
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We are displaying the two machines that have their vacuum pumps built inside.
There is no need to vent the pump through the building, and that expense is
eliminated. The machine can be moved to another area of the building without
disruption of the physical plant .
The large R 5COO is equipped with a D. C. synchronous stepping motor . The
package cutoff can be digitally dialed a nd is accurate in .1 mm. incremen t s
without gear change.
The M800 is the smaller machine. It can produc e 20 five pound packages per
minute and quickly convert to 8 ounce, 12 ounce and 1 pound.
Let ' s look at a 5 pound bag operation compared to a Multivac rollstock M800D.
There are many different operations using people in different ways. You shall
have to adjust our figures and salaries to your region and plant.
We have seen operations that use 2 people to bag, 1 person t o cl ip, 2 people
to scale , box and palletize. Sometimes 1 per son also fills in. The to tal
manpower of 6 people generally produces 18 packages per minute of 5 pound
cheese. For our purposes, we choose a salary of $12,000 per year per man
with fringes . The total manpower cost is $72,000 per year . This works ou t
to 900 pounds per man hour . Other bag opera t ions run with 4 people yielding
600 pounds per man hour.
The Multivac M800 would use a total of 4 people. The machine operator loads
product. One person weighs and boxes cheese and a third person would palletize.
An optional 4th person becomes the fill-in man. If we again consider $12,000
per man, per year, the line cost is $48,000 per year. The total production of
20 five pound packages per minute yields a 15,000 pounds per man hour rate .
In this instance , the Multivac saves 2 men at $12,000, achieving a total of
$24 , 000 saved in a year. The $24,000 per year works out to a $2,000 per
month savings . This direct savings will be more than pay for a machine lease.
In addition, we can increase from 900 to 1,500 pounds per man hour . This is
66 %.
If we consider the Multivac M800 equipped with vacuum pump, 5 pound tooling,
pack-off conveyor and necessary accessories, we can see from where the
profitability comes . This ent i re package would cost $37 ,000. A 7-year lease
can be structured at $587.00 per month. Your first year 's costs are $7 ,046.
This is less than one third of the labor savings.
We could say that the profitability on a labor basis in the first year will
be $24,000 minus $7,046. That's $16 , 954!
Things shal l not get any cheaper on a labor basis . If we ass ume that wages
increase at a 7% annual basis , then 5 years from now, your existing salaries
will be 40% higher. Your investment in the machine is locked into today 's
prices! These same 6 men who cost $72,000 this year would cost $100,000 in
1983. The Multivac 4 men line that today costs $48,000 shall cost $67,200
in 1983. The payroll saving 5 years out would be $33,000. Clearly, year by
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yea r, the advantages of today's automation pay back at a higher rate.
WP summa r ize by saying that many good points have been made for the use
of t he Mul tivac thermoforming pac kaging line. We benefit you by improved
shelf life and mold control. There are definite film cost savings, and
no c lipping is required; therefor e , no clip can be near your customer's
s hr edder. The new Skin Pack packaging machine reduces the amount of
energy and moisture that enters your packaging r oom. At the same time,
the package appearance is better.
All the se points are benef i ts. ~~ny of you have hesitated ent ering into
t hermo forming machinery because of the high c apita l outlay of fw1ds. Our
po i nt tonight is that in most ceees the Multivac is a highly profitable
piece of equipment on a production basis. It should be purchased where
cas hflow results are positive as well as where the unique package design
bene fit s your marketing plan.

PAPER NO. 1978 - 3
The following paper was presented by Professor K. H. Nilson, Department of Animal
Sciences, Carrigan Hall, University of Vermont, Burlington, Vermont 05401 es pecially for the 15th Annual Marschall Invitational Italian Cheese Seminar held in the
Youth Building of the Dane County Exposition Center on Hay 1, 1978 .
A MARKET ANA LYSIS OF QUALITY AND AVAILABILITY OF
FIVE ITA LI AN CHEESES FROM THE NEW ENG LAND MARKET 1
By K. H. Ni l son and Thomas Nie rad ka
INTRODUCT ION
In recent years an every-i nc reasing consumer demand for a l l types of I tal ian cheese
has necessitated the expansion of the I tal ian cheese marketing system. This system
involves the distribution of large quantities of cheese throughout the United States .
Since the system Involves varied handling and storage procedures , it becomes important to evaluate the effects of this system on the quality and availability of Italian type cheese In the ma r ket place. Previous studies co.nducted at the consumer level
to determine these characteristics of cheese quality have been limited in scope (8,7).
MATERIALS AND METHODS
Samples were purchased from fou r randomly se l ected sto r e s in the major populated
areas in New Eng la nd . Two of the s to res were chain su pe r-ma rke t s and the other two
were cheese s pec ia l ity s hops . Im po r ted, as we ll as domes ti c ch eese variet i es were
se l ected . The temp e ra tur e of ea ch sa mpl e was reco rded immed ia t e l y in t he di sp l ay case
by us ing a YS I Hode l 42 5F Te l e-Thermomete r and th en sto re d in s t yrofoam i ns u lated
chests for transport . Samples we re ref ri ge rate d at 40 F upo n a rri val at the Uni versity of Vermont Agr i cult ura l Experiment Station .
Laboratory Analysis:
Constituent, microbiological , and organaleptic analyses were performed on all cheese
samp les. Analyses of constituent composition included the percent moisture, fat, protein and salt. The microbiological evaluation was to determine possible contamination
from coliform, yeast and mold while the flavor, body, texture, appearance and color of
the cheeses were analyzed organoleptically.
The Hojonnler metho d was use d to determine the tota l sol id s (5) . Fat was analyzed
accor ding to Wll s t e r (9). Th e Kje l dah l method ( 2) was used t o de t erm i ne prot ein and
t he s imp l if ied Qua nt a b method (2 ) f o r sa lt .
Mic ro b io logica l Ana l ysis:
Coliform, yeast and mo ld counts were conducted according t o Standard Methods for the
Examination of Dai ry Prod uct s (1).
Organoleptic Analysis:
Flavor, appearance, color, body and texture were yraded us i ng a scale from one to
five. A score of five repre sented the highest rating whereas a score of one designated the lowest score.
RESULTS AND DISCUSS ION
Qua l l ty of five I ta l ian chees es from the New Engla nd mar ket was repo r t ed in St udy I.
1Vermont Agricu l tura l Expe ri ment Station Journal Artic l e No. 000.
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All cheeses were randomly selected, thus many different forms and package types were
observed. Store temperatures of all cheese samples ranged from )I .0 F to 62.0 F.
When grouped into cheese types, I tal I an soft varieties had lower storage temperatures
than hard varieties. The type of cheese and display case were identified as probable
cau5es for this temperature variation.
Italian soft cheest: surveyed were Mozzarella and Ricotta. The composition of all
four Mozzarella types and the Ricotta cheeses are reported in Table 1. In general
the composition of the Mozzarella cheeses within each type was what one would expect.
While the average composition of fat, moisture, protein, and salt was similar to that
reported In the literature (4) some of the ranges fell outside the standards. (Table
1). Since there are no standards for Ricotta cheese all the results were reported
under one group.
It is difficult to evaluate the fat ranges for the Ricotta cheeses because of a lack
of knowledge of the original milk product used for its manufacture. This would also
be true for the protein content of the cheese. The wide variation in the moisture
(64-76%) and also the salt content (0.)-0.9%) should be a concern to the industry.
Most of this variation could be eliminated if batch blending was used.
Flavor values of the Mozzarella cheeses ranged from 2.0 and 5.0 with an average of ).8.
The major defects reported were acid, bitter, flat, foreign, musty, salty, sour, unclean, unnatural, whey and yeast. While there appears to be a large number of different defects many of these defects appeared in a few samples. Flavor and body and texture scores of Ricotta were 4.3 and 4.4 respectively, but the ranges between all samples were I .5 to 5.0 for flavor and ).5 to 5.0 for body and texture. Off-flavors detected were: acid, flat, fruity, unclean, unnatural and yeasty. The two major body
and texture defects were wheylng off and mealy. Coliform yeast and mold analyses
were performed to Inspect for possible post-pasteurization contamination. Of the 56
Mozzarella cheese samples tested 6 contained coliform, 38 yeast and 16 mold. Of the
17 Ricotta cheese samples tested 4 contained coliform and yeast and 1 mold (Table)).
Comparing this with the 60 samples tested in the National Survey (6) only one sample
contained coliform, 1•lth an average yeast count of 713/gram and an average mold count
of )/gram. It is evident that cheese direct from the manufacturer is of better qualIty than that found in the retail stores. Of the 17 Ricotta cheese samples tested 4
contained col I form and yeasts with only one containing molds . One sample contained
300,000 coliform per gram which accounted for the high average count (Table 3). In
Table 4 Is the data on the composition of surveyed Mozzarella cheese samples compared to the Food and Drug Administrations Standard of IdentIty (3). Seven of the
16 samples of Low Moisture Whole Milk cheese and 11 of the 36 Low Moisture Part Skim
cheese samples deviated from the Standard. There was not a large enough sample number In the case of the High Moisture Whole Milk and High Moisture Part Skim milk
cheeses to discuss.
With no standards for Ricotta cheese a comparison was impossible.
Surveyed I tal ian hard varieties consisted of Parmesan, Provolone and Romano cheeses.
Compositional data (Table 5) for these cheeses could not be compared to 1 iterature
values because of absence of published information. Parmesan and Romano cheese show
similar fat and moisture statistics. Parmesan cheese reported the highest protein
and pH while Romano cheese showed the greater concentrations of salt. Individual
sample variation was noted, possibly due to inconsistent manufacturing procedures.
Organoleptic evaluation of Italian hard cheese graded excellent for appearance with
an average score for all cheese of 4.9, whereas body and texture averages ranged from
4.4 to 4.8 (Table 6). Color of I tal Jan hard cheese also ranged between white and

-3sl lght-tlnted yellow. Flavor analysis was not conducted on these cheese varieties.
Bacterial contaminiation was rather 1 imited for I tal ian hard cheeses due to therequired long aging period. No correlation could be noted between contaminated domestic and imported cheese. However, imported I tal ian hard cheese met federal standards more consistently than the domestic product (Table 4).
In Study II the avai lability of the same five I tal ian cheeses in the New England market was eva lu ated. This was done t hrough a questionnaire sent to retailers i n all New
England states, except Massachusetts. Of the 2,150 questionnaires ma il ed 15.3 percent were returned. Mozzarella cheese was found to be the most widely distributed
cheese In the market, followed by Parmesan, Provolone, Romano and Ricotta (Table 8).
This same trend was observed for the avail ab i I i ty of Ita 1i an cheese, yet many retailers reported such cheese could not be consistently supplied, especially in the
case of Romano and Ricotta. Ten percent of Romano and 20 percent of Ricotta were
never available. Mozzarella, Parmesan and Provolone were unavailable to a lesser
extent, 1 .0, 3.3 and 5.9 percent respectively (Table 9). Brand data follows the same
trends In that more common I tal ian varieties are sold under a greater number of brand
names (Table 10).
The most common forms of cheese marketed are shredded, sliced and chunked. Most
Mozzarel Ia and Provolone is sold sliced, while Parmesan and Romano is shredded.
All four of these variet ies are becoming more popular in chunked form when purchased
In de ll catessa n departments (Table II ) .
Most shredded and sliced cheese is availab l e in small (Table 12) weight packages
0.5 to 1.0 lbs) whereas the chunked cheese is avai !able in heavier weights (2.0 to
10.0+) as well as small packages.
Fifty-eight percent of surveyed display cases were one to ten years old, although 20
percent of the retailers reported using display cases 1 I to 20 years old. A significant number of retailers also reported owning display cases 21 years and older.
Statewide trends were similar to those of the total market (Table 13).
Three display case types were also reported. Forty-six percent of the retailers used
open cases, and 38. 7 percent used the closed type. Few cheese retailers incorporate
a combination open and closed display. Connecticut, Maine and New Hampshire markets
report major use of the open d isplay cases while most Rhode Island and Vermont sto res
used the c losed types (Table 13).
While the majority of I tal ian cheese in the New England retail market is of good qualIty, there are certain areas that need attention if the accelerated growth of the industry is to continue. They are as follows: (1) more uniform standards, (2) flavor,
body and texture improvement at the retail level and (3) reduction in microbiological contamination as determined by col iforms, yeast and mold counts.
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Com~osition

Table 1.

Sample
No.
A

Moisture Protein
Sa 1t
Percent ------------------

23 . 9
21-29

48.6
47-56

50.8
45-56

22.8
18-28

1.6
5.1
0.8-2.7 4.8-5.7

20 .8
16-29

41.2
32-53

49.6
45-56

26.6
20-30

2.0
5.1
o.8-3.3 4.4-5.8

23.0
23-23

50.0
47-53

54.4
52-56

21 .4
21-22

2.4
5.0
1.2-3.5 5.0-5 . o

21.3
21-22

46.8
45-50

54.9
54-56

22.0
22-22

1.0
5.0
0. 7-1 .2 4 .9-5. 1

11 .8
8-16

0.3-0 .9 4.6- 6.0

2

17
Ave
Range

*Fat

pH

2

Ave
Range
0
Ave
Range

-----------

36

Ave
Range

c

,,

of Mozzarella and Ricotta Cheese.

F/OM

16

Ave
Range

B

Fa t

13.9
10-16

69.9
64-76

o.s

s.s

to Dry Matter
A-Composition of Low Moisture Whole Milk Mozzarella Cheese
BPart Skim
c" High Moisture Whol e Milk
Part Skim
0"
E" Ricotta Cheese

Table 2.

Evaluation of Mozzarella and Ricotta Che ese
Flavor Body & Texture Co lor
Samp 1e No. Appearance
Grade

Organole~tic

----------------------

------------

Mozzarella
Average
Range

56

4. 1

4.8
3 . 5-S .O

3.8
2.0-5 . 0

s.o
s.o-s.o

4.3

4.4

1. 5-5 . 0

3 -5-5.0

2.5-5.0

Ricotta
Average
Range

17

1.6
1 . 0-2.0

Bacteria 1 Analyses of Mozzarel Ia and Ricotta Cheese

Table 3.

Sample
No.

Cent.
Samples
No .

Coliform
per gram

Cont.
Samples
No.

6

50 , 000
10- 300,000

38

Yeast
/gram

Cent.
Mold
Samp 1es /gram
No.

Mozzare ll a
Ave rage

56

Range

41 , 000
10-300,000

16

920
10-7200

Ricotta
Average
Range

17

4

76,000
10-300,000

4

28,000
100- 100,000

10
10-10

Table 4.

Classification and Composition of Mozza re II a
Cheese According to FDA Standards of Identity

ClasslflcMoisture
F/DM
cat Ion
------ Percent -----Sam~les
Low Moisture
Whole Milk
16
48.6
Ave rage
50.8
Range
44 . 9-56.2
46 . 8-55.5
Standard
>45.0-<52.0
>45.0
Low Moisture
Part Skim
Average
Range
Standard

36

High Moisture
Whole Milk
Average
Range
Standard

2

High Moisture
Part Skim
Average
Range
St a nd~rd

2

Deviated
Sam~ I es

7

49.6
44.9-55.6
>45.0-<52.0

41.2
31.6-52.8
<45.0->30.0

11

54.4
52.3-56.4
>52.0-<60 . 0

50.0
47.1-52.8
>45.0

0

54.9
54.2-55.6
>52 . 0- <60.0

46.8
44.8-49.6
<45.0->30.0

Table 5.

Parmesan
Average
Range

Provolone and Romano Cheeses.
Moisture
Protein
Sa It
------------------- Percent--------- ------- ----

Com~osition

Samp 1e
No.

Fat

of

Parmesan

2

F/DH

pH

18
28.2
24.0-32.5

40 .7
36 .6-44.8

30.8
22.4-37.7

35.4
31.4-39.0

2.8
1 .4-4.4

5.2
4.9-5.6

Provolone 40
Average
30.1
50.4
Range
25.0-35. 0 45.0-59.3

40.2
25.4-45.3

26. 1
22.2-34.1

3.0
1. 1-4.7

5.0
4.4-5.6

Romano
Average
Range

32.6
20.9-40.3

27.7
25.0-36.9

5.7
5.0
2.1-12.0 4.8-5.2

27
30.4
24.0-37.5

46.7
37.6-55.6

Table 6.

Organoleptic Evaluation of Parmesan,Provolone and
Romano Cheese.
Color
Appearance
Body & Texture
Sample No.
Grade

-------------

---------------

Parmesan

18

Ave rage

Range
Provolone
Average

Romano
Range

4.8

l .4

4.0-5.0

l .0-2 .0

4.9

4.4

4.0-5.0

2.0-5.0

l .8
l . 0-2.0

40

Range

Average

4.9
4.5-5.0

27
4.9

4.5

l .4

3.0-5.0

3.0-5.0

l .0-3 .0

Table 7.

Composition of Domestic and Imported Parmesan, Provolone
and Romano Cheese Accordin~ to FDA Standards of ldentit:t·
Parmesan
Provolone
Romano
Domestic
Imported
Domestic
Domestic lm[!orted
lm[!orted

No. Samp I e

6

12

28

12

14

33.6
26.8-37.7

29.3
22.4-32.7

40.3
32.9-45.3

36.7
25.4-41.7

34.2
25.8-40.3

31 .0
20.9-36.2

Ave.
Range

41 .o
38.1-42.5

40.6
36.6-44.8

50.5
45.0-59 . 3

so. 1
46.9-54.9

45.7
42 . 2-48 . 8

37 . 6-55.6

DevIated
Samples

4

0

7

3

13

Moisture
Ave.
Range
F/DM

FDA Standards
Parmesan
Provolone
Romano

Moisture
< 32.0
< 45.0
< 34.0

F/DM
> 32.0
> 45 .0
> 38.0

47.8

Table 8.

Distribution of Cheese in New England excluding
Massachusetts
Parme- ProvoTotal Mozzalone Romano
Retailed rei Ia Ricotta san

Retailed

% Retailed

328

313

184

302

255

216

95 . 4

56. 1

92. I

77.7

65.8

Table 9.
Cheese

Availabil it~ of Surve~ed Cheese in New En9l and
Total
Never
Partially
Always
Reta i 1Avai I abl e
Avai I able
Availab)e
ers

Mozzarel l a
315
Retailers
% Avai I able

292
93 . 3

20
6.3

3
1.0

Ricotta
Ret a II ers
% Available

237

144
60.8

46
19.4

47
19.8

Parmesan
310
Re ta 11 ers
% Available

287
92 .6

13
4.2

10
3.2

Provolone
Retailers
% Avai I ab l e

277

244
88.0

18
6.5

15
5.4

Romano
245
Ret a i 1ers
% Available

188
76 .7

32
13 . 1

25
10.2

Table 10.

Availabll
Total
Retai 1ers

It~

Mozzarella
Reta i 1ers
& Avai I able

309

200

Ricotta
Retailers
% Available

Cheese

by Brand of Survered Cheese

Number of Available Brands
~

2

5

6

2~.3

23
7.4

7
2.3

~

7

1.3

0
0.0

183

156
8!).2

21
11.5

3
1.6

1
0.5

2
1.1

0
0.0

Ret a i 1ers
% Avallable

293

178
60.8

84
28.7

22

7.5

5
1. 7

1
0.3

3
1. 0

Provolone
Retailers
% Available

248

169
68.1

55
22 . 2

11
4.4

8
3.2

3
1. 2

2
0.8

Romano
Retailers
%Available

21 1

157
74.4

44
20.9

5
2.4

4
1.9

o.s

1

0
0.0

6~.

75

Parmesan

Tabl e 11 .
Cheese

Av alla bl lit~ b~

Tota l
Reta i 1ers

Mozzarella
Retailers
% Ava il ab l e

313

Ricotta
Ret a i 1e r s
% Ava il a bl e

Form of

Sur ve~ed

Cheese

--------- - - Form ----------Sh redd e d
Chun ked
Sl i ce d
191
61

.o

238
76 . 0

149
47 . 6

184

0
0.0

0
0.0

184 '~
100.0

302

261
86 . 4

17
5.6

40
13.2

Provolone
Reta 11ers
% Ava i lable

255

22
8 .6

219
85 . 9

116
45 . 5

Romano
Ret a 11ers
% Available

216

147
68 .1

15
6.9

86
39 . 8

Parmesan

Retai l ers
% Available

*All

Ri co tta ch eese so l d creamed; curd par t i c 1es
mixe d wit h cream.

Table l2o
Cheese

Availability by Weight of Surveyed Cheese
Total
1bs
Retai 11.0 2o0
3o0
Oo5 Oo 5-1 oO
>Oo5
ers

--------------------5o0 10o0+

---------------------

Mozzare 11 a
Reta 11 ers
%Availa ble

313

Ricotta
Ret a 11 ers
Percent

184

Parmesan
Reta 11 ers
Percent

104
230
31.7 7001

9
2°7

5
1 05

1 12
Oo3 3o6

6
1 o8

146
37
44o5 11.3

14
3
4o3 Oo9

1
Oo3

1
Oo3

2
1
Oo3 Oo6

8
2o4

73
22o 3

26
7o9

0
OoO

302

142
202
61.5 43°3

1
Oo3

43
13 01

Provolone
Retailers
Percent

255

56
157
17o0 47o9

0
OoO

23
52
15°9 700

45
0 31
OoO 9o5 13°7

Romano
Ret a i 1ers
Percent

216

1
Oo3

12
31
9o5 3o7

21
0
9
OoO 2°7 604

0
OoO

112
34o 1

86
26o2

Table 13.

~

Display
Cases
Percent

Type
Display
Cases
Percent

A9e and T:tEe of DlsEiay Cases Surve:ted
Total
Reta i 16-10 11-15 16-20 21-25
1-5
ers
328

328

<25

82

108

39

27

9

12

25.0

32.9

11.8

8.2

2.7

3.6

Comb i nat ion

OEen

Closed

151

127

21

46.0

38.7

6.4
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The following paper was presented by ~~ - James E. Hirssig, Vice President and
Genera l Manager, Scientific and Industrial Division, Kelvinator Commercial
Products, Tnc . , 621 Quay Street, Manitowoc, Wisconsin 54220, especially for
the 15th Annual Marschall Invitational Italian Cheese Seminar held at the
Dane Count y Exposition Center, Madison, Wisconsin, on May 1, 1978.
CULTURE STORAGE FREEZERS
by James E. Rirssig
I.

DEFINING THE MARKET:
Cheese cultures require -40• c. (-40• F.) or colder, to preserve the
strength and quality of the strain . Long term storage requires -70 o C.
(-94~ F.) or colder .
Cheese cultures are manufactur ed using liquid nitrogen, and are stored
at the MARSCHALL fact ory at -74 • C. (-100 • F.) . Deliveries are packed
in dry ice (approximately -74" C., -lOO"F.), and cheese plants must
maintain low tempera t ures to assure good, consistent r esults.

II.

ULTRA COLD CABINETS FOR STORAGE:
KELVINATOR offers several cabinets in eac h t emperature range . Our
booklet "Culture Storage Freezers"(copy attached), gives model numbers,
storage temperature, size, and the number of MARSCHALL culture cans
which can be stored . Over 1,000 KELVINATOR cabinets are now in use
throughout the United States , for the storage of cheese eultur es .

III .

SPECIFIC CABINETS:
(A)

MODEL UC-744 small chest, -43 " C. (-45" F.) or -48" C.
(-55" F. ) if located in the cool cheese room.
$698.00 F . O. B. Manitowoc, Wisconsin.
Capacity 136 MARSCHALL culture cans.

The display Mo del UC -7 44 being shown at our exhibi t , i s availabl e
today or tomorrow at $628.00 plus freight.
(B)

MODEL UCL-26

$1,486.00

MODEL UCL-50

2,139.00

Two large uprights for use at locations requi ring large quantities
of cultures. The single door model stores 588 MARSCHALL culture
cans ; the double door model store 1,176 cans.
(C)

MODEL UC-110 Ultra Cold Upright
J60 can capacity at -76 • C. ( -110 ° F.)
$2,482.00 F . O.B. Manitowo c, Wisconsin.

- 2 -

NOTE:

IV .

4 cabinets, including the one on display, are available today
and tomorrow at $1,700 . 00 These cabinets have been used
over the last year in displays and on test programs. All
refrigeration is new. All carry new product warranties .
A r eal bargain if you are in the market for a freezer today.

STORAGE FREEZERS AND OTHER ALTERNATIVES :
Why buy a KELVINATOR freezer?
(A)

Dependable : Kelvinator is now in the 74th year - the oldest
name in refrigeration. Over 1,000 of your associates can
attest to the reliability and long life of KELVINATOR .

(B)

Convenient: The small chest on display, and the Ultra Cold
models , run on 115 volts. The 2 large uprights are 230 volt.
Power is readily available, the cabinets are well organized
and storage is simple and easy to work with. Model UC-110 uses
an inventory control card on the outside door to record can
locat i ons.

(C)

Economical: Compared to t he cos t of dry ice or liquid nitrogen ,
t he cabinets pay for themsel ves i n a short time . Operating cost
varies depending on the power ra t e a nd the model selected. For
example, model UC-744 averages $5.18 per month on a 3 . 2~ power
rate . Usually, cheese plants are on a lower incremental rate.

So, KELVINATOR offers excellent storage freezers for your cultures .
A proven product at a good price. Come and see us at Booth 28, right
next to MARSCHALL.
Thank you for your attention.

AR I VEDE RC I . • . • . .
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The following paper was presented by Flare Fredricksen, Program Coordinator, American Dairy
Association of Wisconsin, 4337 West Beltline Highway, Madison, Wisconsin 53711, especially for
the 15th Annual Marschall Invitational Italian Cheese Semirtar held at the Dane County Expositi on
Center, Madison, Wisconsin, on May 1 and 2, 1978.
WISCONSIN CHEESE FESTIVAL MOVES ITALIAN CHEESE
By Flare Fredricksen
The following paper outlines Wisconsin Cheese Festival and specifically how Italian Lyre cheese
is merchandised and promoted through the Wisconsin Cheese Festival promotional program.
Wisconsin Cheese Festival is a total marketing effort largely financed and sponsored by the
American Dairy Association of Wisconsin with cooperation and support by the Wisconsin Department
of Agriculture, Trade and Consumer Protection. Additional financing is received from other out-ofstate dairy farmer funded organizations.
Its purpose: to increase consumer awareness and knowledge of Wisconsin cheese in the market,
expand retail distribution and to assist the retailer in developing cheese merchandising techniques -ultimately, to sell more Wisconsin cheese.
The Wisconsin Cheese Festivals are held in major metropolitan areas of the United States, in
markets carefully selected through in-depth surveys and consultation with retail food headquarters,
media cooperators and the Wisconsin Cheese Industry. Budget is the ultimate deciding factor.
The Wisconsin Cheese Festival is divided into three periods: the advance, the pre-promotion and
the promotion. During the advance, the professional sales team contacts market area media
people on publicity and promotion for the Cheese Festival. Retail food headquarters are alerted
to the coming promotion and shown how they can benefit from thes event. Plans are formulated
using Cheese Festival point of purchase materials, advertising "slicks" and other helps to put
together an exciting, profitable cheese promotion.
Newspaper food and advertising editors are seen to enlist their sur>port. Home economists and
nutrition opinion leaders are also notified. Wisconsin cheese company representatives, brokers and
distributors in the area are also completely informed since their cooperation is vital to the success
of the program.
The pre-promotion includes cheese merchandising se.minars (Profit Shops) for dairy case personnel.
The two hour session is presented in two parts -- "The Art of Cheese Making" and "Merchandising
for Profit." Highly trained professionals from the staff of the American Dairy Association of
Wisconsin and the Wisconsin Department of Agriculture conduct the seminars. Participants are
excited and knowledgeable about cheese and cheese merchandising. The retailer benefits through
tlus enthusiasm by having a profitable Wisconsin Cheese Festival and enjoys continued profitable
cheese sales increases after the promotion is over.
A cheese workshop for food professionals is held for home economists, dietitians and other food
service people. Long range effects are the goal here in instilling cheese usage ideas to this
influential group.
The focal point of the pre-promotion is a Cheese and Wine Reception, held in a large, centrally
located hotel for about 500 hand picked people representing the retail trade, media and
community leaders. Many varities are sampled, others are displayed by the cheese industry, which
often introduces new bran<ls, products or package designs into the market at this time.

. 2 .

The Wisconsi n Cheese Festival lasts for two weeks. At this time, newspaper advertisements and
television and radio shows and publicity evcn!B featuring "Alice in Dairyland" arc also in
evidence.
Unknown to many in the trade, Italian-styl e cheese products arc getting a big, regular promotion
boost as part of the Wisconsin Cheese Festivals program.
In fa ct, increasing emphasis on promotion of Italian styles has been added during th e past several
months in keeping with the increased production of these products in Wisconsin.
Italian items claim seven out of twenty special positions in the Wisconsin Cheese Festival's
"Cheese hopper's Guide" .. the "core" piece of print advertising in each of the Cheese Festival
market promotions. Gorgonzola, Ricotta, Parmesan, Romano, Provolone, camorzc and lozzareUa
all arc singled out for special attention-getting treatment.
Likewise, Italian-style cheeses are featured liberaUy in the " Build-a-Display" slide rule type
merchandising aid which is supplied to retail dairy department managers to aid in featuring cheese
with related items in store displays.
The followin g are exerpts from survey requests returned from markets after the Cheese Festivals
from both retailers and suppliers:
Orlando-Daytona:
A most success ful promotion. We had an approximate increase of 25% for the
promotion period. (lndcpendcn I Wholesaler)
Your " Profit Shop" was great, it made us see the need to promote cheese and
resulted in a 250% inc rease in sales. (Leading Supplier)
Phoenix -Tucson:
I'm greatful that I could particirate in the Ph oenix -Tucson promotion.
promotions helped double my normal sales. (Leading Supplier)

The

Good job! .. Wisconsin Cheese Festival gave us a 267,000 pound increase in
cheese sales during the promotion . (Leading Chain Group)
Minneapolis-St. Paul:
A 40% increase on sales of 400 ,000 pounds of cheese for the promotional period.
Great job! (Leading Chain)
The Wisconsin Cheese Festival Promotion ..-exceUent .. ·slore movement, sales and
profits were excellent. Happy to be associated with this event. (Supplier)
We sold over 200,000 pounds of cheese during the promotion.
(Supplier)

A 60% increase.

Denver:
Our sales doubl ed because of Wisconsin Cheese Festival to 14 7,200 pounds from
73,600 pounds for the same period a year ago. Come back soon. (Broker)
Wisconsin Cheese Festival Promotion was very effective in hclJ>ing to increase
our Deli cheese sales. (Leading Chain)

. 3 .
Pill burgh :
We're so enthused we are going to run another on our own during the winter
period. (Leading Chain)
150% increase in cheese sales because of Wisconsin Cheese Festival!
(Independent· Wholesaler)
l'orlland:
We thank you for your Profit Shop Seminar attended by our people.
it interesting, informative and educational. (Leading Chain)

We found

Cheese poundage sold went to 3 million lbs. from 800,000 lbs. for the same
period a year ago. Wisconsin Cheese Festival was the big factor.
(Leading Distributor)
They al o arc being featured more often in full color point-of-purchase posters and other collateral
materials including many recipes.

As American cheese appetilies and sophistica tion have increased, so has the number of Italian·
style cheeses featured at the ever popular Cheese and Wine Tasting Receptions which nrc an
integral part of each Wisconsin Cheese Festival.
Retailers arc abo encouraged to develop separate ltaHan Cheese/Food Centers within a refrigerated
area in the store where consumers can buy aU the food materials necessary in ma.k in" an Italian
meal in a one stop of her shopping cart. Italian l)1>C cheeses are the key element in these
displays.
Examples of related item displays include tie-ins with Parmesan or Romano with pizza items,
spaghetti, Italian beads, green beans, onion soup mix and others; Mozzarella with Italian foods;
Provolone with rye bread, cold meats, pears and other fruits and many more.
A follow-up program, appropriately called the "Continuing Cheese Merchandi ing Program,"
consisting of regular quarter mailings to key retailers on new cheese merchandisin g ideas,
completes the package.
The results of Cheese Festivals arc spectacular. Questionnaires sent to and returned from
suppliers and retailers are the beginning process in dctem•ining approximate cheese poundage
sold during the promotional period. With only six markets used in 1977, for instance, the
approximate cheese increase was over 6,000,000 pound , as a direct result of Cheese Festival
activities. Titis translates into 60,000,000 pounds of nuid milk and does not include known
cheese sales increases as a long range result of the program.
Summary
The effectiveness of Wisconsin Cheese Festivals has assisted in the increased sales of Italian-type
cheese throu ~h education and merchandising in a professional marketing/promotional effort.

c7l Glzee§e 8lzopper'§ {juide
CHARACTERISTICS

USAGE

VARIETY

Great tavonte on appetizer trays Wtth crackers. on pte, in sandWiches. m salads. m
cooked dtshes

CHARACTERISTICS

USAGE

FuH nc.h flavor Creamy

EpiC: ureal'\ s deltgh t.
Serve wt lh raw frwt; as
dessert; on crac kers :
on cheese tray

texture Browmsh extertor, creamy-yellow intenor Robust flavor

In salads and dtps In
White, soft. mots! and
gratny tn texture

Bland but semt-sweet
Flavorful mild sanawtch cheeses As appe-

flavor

ttzers; m cooked foods
and salads

The "large eye" cheese
ltght yellov.colm Mild
nu t-ltke flavor Ftrm

Gourmet cheeses lor
average budget Tangy

p1quant 1\avor Blue
ve1nea w1th crumb ly
sem1·soft texture

lnsalaasandsatad
dressmgs. tn atps, on
tray assortments wtt!l
frUit fo1 dessert

Creamy 11hrte H'ller10r
Very hard Granular texture Mild, nutty flavor
Grated for use

Yellowrsh-whrte rnte11

cooktng- espectatly
l ta ltan drshes such as
lasagne. mamcottr. ravroli In dessertscheese cake. cannolr

A ··must" sliced thm
wrthcoldmeats In
salads, fondue, cooked
drshes. sandwiches

Serve grated rn lasagna spagheur. przza. rn
or on breads Sp rr nkle
on soups and salads.

or Sharp_ I ull flavor
Very hard Granular te~

lure Grated for use

Creamy-yellow rnterr01
Mrld to sharp flavor
Semr-soft

TheN bb rng
cheese!>
Great rn a
sanawrch respecrally
on dark oread). on ap
petr1er trays. wl!h
crackers. lor dessert

M•·IIOt. IO sharp wrth
~mohv tang
lrght
r.-<:~rny rnh:rrOr Frrm
s•,loOih dr'd som\·-·.hat
pla::otrr

1,,.,

Favorrtes for ttll ages
Colorfrrl oasrs for
cheese trays; m salads
rn cooked drshes rn
sandwrches

Pungent full flavor Aro·
matrc ~Oil textured
cre,1my whr te rntenor
Br( :mrsh extenor

·N~nderf~:l ~~

r,c- .ma

pumpernro:le
snackrtems

wrth

Favorr!e snac k cheese
An appetrzer rn cooked
drsnes. for dessert.

ue
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NEW EQUIPMENT SOLUTIONS AND TECHNOLOGIES IN
AUTOMATIC PROCESSING OF PASTA FILATA AND RICOTTA.
by Ruggero Piovene

Ladies and Gentlemen, I have the honour of addressing you as
an audience of experts in the production of pasta filata and
ricotta cheeses .
As you well know, the rationalizing of production methods is
essential and it is on this subject that I wish to address you.
I am particularly grateful to my friend Stan Ferris who has assisted me to take part in this reunion.
I have already met many of you, not only here at Madison , but
also in Italy on the occasion of your visit ,las t year .
I would like to give you an outline of the activities of my
Company of which I am Export-Manager .
M. M. of Modena is a young but highly qualified firm dedicated
to resolving all problems connected with the mechanization and
automation of the production of pasta filata and ricotta cheeses
u sing the most up-to-date technology in the design, co ns truction
and supply of all ma chines and plants rela ted.
The role of our Company is not only to act as a supplier , but
also as a consultant .
What does this mean in fact?
It means the study, analysis, realization and verification with
the Client and for each Client the solution most suited to his
specific, economic and productive requirements .
While all our Clients use basically the same machines for their
production purposes , not one of the plants produced by us for
any particular Client is exactly similar to another.
Each Client has his own particular requiremen ts which can be ,
and are, incorporated by us in the actual ope rati on of the machines.

-
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My Company can do this, having its own technicians in a position
to suggest various solutions to meet Clients' requirements.
Our approach is that the sale of a machine represents no more
than an opening to future business with our Clients, as it can
only form a small part of the productive cycle.
I would in fact compare our function with that of the Doctor
and the Chemist, who limits himself to selling the medicine that
you ask for, while the Doctor carries out a diagnosis and indicates the cure ..... But we also accept the responsability for
the cure!!
Each firm has its own individual production problems which its
technical personnel is in a position to solve, but if it is
compelled to analyse the production process as a whole, it is
frequently not in a position to decide whether the production
processes in use are the most economical.
The possibilities of improving production processes are presently only possible by turning to a market offering single machines
uncoordinated to any particular production line.
To-date,many factories have dedicated their efforts to producing
machines suitable for an average production.
We are of the opinion that such standard installations may not
meet the particular requirement of any individual Client.
As a result, the operating cost of such machines may be high,
in view of the fact that their operations are not coordinated
into a unified production line.
At this point, we would ask why not employing machines to serve
these machines, thus completing the chain of mechanization for
the whole of the productive process.
This would not only drastically reduce production costs, but
will provide a plant with a uniform and constant production
output.
In view of the foregoing, our object is, through study and the
realization of a high mechanized cycle of production, to arrive
at the lowering of costs, the standardization of production, the
elimination of contamination, the rationalization of production
times and maximum productive flexibility.
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At a Client 's request, we point out the objects that can be attained and the same time prepare a plan for the successive phases,
both from the point of view of the spread of investments and that
of nol inlcrferring wilh Lhe ordinary daily productive activity
of the plant.
The following examples will give you an idea of how we work.
In the first case , the well known Italian firm Locatelli found
themselves requiring to rationalize to the maximum its productive
cycles, in order to resolve the cost problem, which was threatening profit margins.
Here we had Lo deal with a plant already in operation.
In the second case it was a firm, which after an accurate market
survey, decided to initiate the production of Mozzarella as an
alternative to other products: in this case , it was the planning
of a new plant.

(51 . n . 1) With regard to the first example, it was decided to
initially make changes o nly in the forming, hardening and packing
sections .
In this particular sectio n , 19 persons were employed of whom, one
fed the forming machine (in red) , six the first phase of hardening ( in blue) , two the forwarding of the cheeses to the packing
section and ten for feeding the packing machines ( in green ) .
After the firsl phase of redesigning carried out
you will note, was carried out using the forming
machines already in existence ( red and green ) ,
were a mechanized line for the hardening and the
to the packaging section ( blue ) .

by us, which as
and the packaging
the only additions
feeding conveyor

In this way we obtained a reduction of the empl0yees from the 19 previously employed, to 3, wilh the only , responsability of controlling
the product , as it no longer had to be handled.

(51. n.2) With the installation of this equipment, which allowed
a high production level of mixing and forming , we were able to
nroceed to the second stage of reorganization of the whole plant .
(51 . n . 3) It should be noted that all work stages , from mixing to
packing of the finished product have been streamlined .
As shown, the final sequence consists of:
a) two mixina forming installations (in red), by a single operative;
b) two lines of hardening ( in blue ) ;
c) three completely automatic packing units ( one in reserve )with
only two operators;
d) two quantity packing units ( in green ) with two operatives .

- 4 Conclusion: this firm before consultation with us employed thirty
persons in the Mozzarella section.
With the first stage of our reorganization this figure was reduced to fourteen and with the completion of the final stage, the
number of operatives was reduced to a total of five.
The second case concerned the largest milk-cooperative of Europe:
"The Sore sines e" , situated a few miles fro m Cremona in northern
Italy, which many of you had the opportunity of visiting last
year .
For those >~ho ~1ere denied the chance , we would remind them that
the "Latteria Soresinese"is famous for its pasteurized and steri lized milk and "Grana" and "Provolone" cheeses.
Following market pressure , it decided to produce
~1ith this object in view, consulted us.

~1ozzarella

and,

After studying their requirements, which can be summarized as requiring a highly mechanized plant of a medium capacity, we designed o n e in accordance with th eir requirements, in the follow in g
manner .
( Sl. n.4} As will be noted , the proposed plant has no interruption of any kind in the productive process from the calibration
to the packing , which naturally is designed to serve the Italian
Market .
In accordance with the planning, the whole operation is controlled
by only two persons, one at the cutting of the curd and the other
at the packing , obtaining an extremely high product/work-hour ratio
( Sl . n . S} This shows the Soresinese plant with the lay-out of
our insta llati on previously shown . Th e cutting-mixing-molding
set-up ca n be seen in the f oregrownd .
(Sl. n.6} A further view of the same plant taken from the end of
the hardening line.
Now, many of you will probably wish to know more about the units
installed by us in this mechanized line .
At this stage I will take the control point of the installation
to show the principal characteristics of the machines installed.
(Sl . n . 7} This is Mod. D 24 curd cutter.
The machine is high capacity to meet the requirements of conti nuous and constant line mixing and feeding. It is fitted with an
adjustable quantity feed control, of which certain details can be
noted on the following slides. (S 1. n. 8 - 9} .
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(Sl. n.10) This is our Mixing machine Mod. DC 39 of which
the essential characteristics can be summarized as follows:
- high capacity;
- variable control frequency to enable varying products such as
Mozzarella and Provolone to be produced with humidity content
of up to 60%;
- minimum loss of fat content during mixing.
The operation is completely automatic.
The elctric control panel incorporates the controls governing the
cutting and is also fitted with an automatic temperature regulator ..
(Sl. n.11) The mixer then feeds a molding machine Mod. D 19.
This machine has had an exceptionally good acceptance ever since
it was put on the market, since it has virtually revolutionized
the forming process.
Up to that time, the only forming machine on the market employed
a dosage and volumetric forming system, which had the disadvantage
of producing products of different weights, due to variation in the
specific gravity of the doses.
Clearly this constituted a serious negative factor for products
with a specific packed weight.
(Sl. n . 12) Instead our former D 19 incorporates a simple patented
system, which allows products to be produced at a constant weight,
irrespective of the specific gravity of the mass .
Since this is obtained by expansion in the cavity of the former,
the product is molded by exerting a low pressure on the mass, thus
avoiding squeezing.
(Sl. n.13) Here, a head is photographed for the molding of a 30 grs.
(approximately 1 oz.) item, having 72 cavities for the formation.
It has an automatic rotational movement, governed by a 5:1 ratio
change speed device, which allows the hourly load to be set, independently of the augers' speed, regulated in accordance with the
quality of the art i cle being produced.
(Sl . n.14) The cheese then falls directly into the first part of
the hardening apparatus. It is generally recognized that the hardening vessels, mechanical or otherwise, essentially have certain
operational advantages.
(Sl. n . 15)In this picture in fact, it is possible to note that
the hardening complex is linked to the packing section by a continuous flow of the product without the need of an operative.
But one of the principal advantages attained by the adoption of
this system of hardening, is the possibility of obtaining a correct transfer of calories in time with constant thermic degree
between product and liquid .
These two factors are indispensable in order to avoid loss of
weight by the product during this phase, instead the trend is
reversed by osmosis , resulting in an actual increase of weight.
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It is accepted that according to the technology used, the har dening of product may be carried out either by water only or/
and in a brine bath .
The greatest danger at this stage for the product , is bacteriological cor.tamination.
To eliminate this danger, perfect cleanliness is essential .
(Sl . n.16) In order to simplify the cleaning and washing of the
vats, the whole of the line operational apparatus is in stainless steel , which, at the end of the work cycle , is removed me chanically , (Sl . n .1 7), as can be seen on the following slides ,
l eavi ng the bath completely empty. (Sl . n.18) th e bath can be
then inspected and checked .
(Sl . n . 19) At the end of the hardening phase , the product is
collected in a bath (Sl. n.20) from which it is later removed
by an electronic reading extractor apparatus (Sl . n.21), capable
of feeding the first packing bay with the pre - determined number
of the product for packing (Sl . n.22).
This system can be applied to any packing machine and to any
shape of product.
You have been able to see how a production process must follow
a logical and rational plan.
It is obvious that for productions differing in quality and
q u a ntity, different planning is called for.
(Sl. n.23) This lay-out, for example, includes an installation
for the coagulation of the product.
The coagulation vat is shown in orange , the draining, maturing
and transport of the curd in yellow , the cutting-mixing and for ming section in red, the hardening in blue and the wrapping in
green.
A plant of this type is capable of p r ocessing 6000 Lbs. per hour
of mass , with 6 operatives .
(Sl. n.24) This lay-out shows a plant for the parallel production
of both Mozzarella and Provolone.
As you will note, different product requirements call for structural differences in plant lay-out .
In this particular example , we have doubled the productive abi lity of a single line.
(Sl. n . 25) The heart of any Provolone plant is constituted by the
group shown here .
Leaving the cutting and mixing , deal t with previously, we turn to
the molding machine model D 18, spec i ally designed for molding
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cheese sizes ranging from 1 to 100 Lbs. in weight by completely
automatic means .
(Sl . n.26) As can be seen, the head is fitted with three molding
tubes , as forming is carried out in 3 stages :
1) the filling of th e tubes ;
2) the sealing p hase ;
3) direc t disc h arge i nto t h e stamp witho u t man i pu l at i on.
(Sl . n.27) The most important phase is n . 2, where the cheese is
completely sealed , thus ensuring an homogeneous distribution of
salt throughout the mass during the brine bath.
This is effected by a thermostaticly controlled water chamber,
maintained at a temperature sufficient to completely seal the
bottom fibres of the mass , against excessive salt penetration,
which would otherwi s e prevent the essential homogeneous process
of brining.
(Sl . n.28) Model D 1 8 is , in itself , a very f l exible machine ,
permitting rapid change frome one mold to another .
(Sl . n.29) Another version of this machine is the current D 19/18,
which can be fitted not only with the molding tubes for Provolone ,
as shown (Sl . n . 30) , but also with the molding head for Mozzarella , (Sl . n.31) , whi c h in this particular case, produces a special
head shaped cheese (Scamorza Type) (Sl . n . 32) .
Turning now to the Ricotta problem , the mechanization solution
of which has been requested for years by our Clients , three main
problems had to be c onsidered:
1) the organoleptic c haracteristics of the product should remain
un c hanged ;
2) t h e packi ng sh o uld r emai n preferably u n c h a n ged ;
3) the l ab or force s ho u ld be reduced to a minimum.
In order to overcome these problems, a special reactor was designed and patented , in which, by substituting the traditional double
bottomed vat , not only could the different techniques of individual
plants be applied , but mechanical extraction of the Ricotta was
achieved in a fraction of the previous time necessary together with
the elimination of hand labour.
This can be noted in the following slides (Sl . n . 33-34-35) .
Obviously, the reactor must be linked to the other equipment necessary to complete the production stages .
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(Sl. n.36) Here we show the plant designed for the Italian product, which, with a minimum initial investment, achieved a notable reduction in the labour force employed .
(Sl . n.37) In this case, one or more reactors are incorporated
in the production line, capable of simultaneously filling the
traditional molds located on the superimposed draining trays,
which are also used to transport the finished product to the
refrigera tion cells (Sl. n.38).
(Sl. n . 39) As will be noted , the extractor removes all the Ricotta and unloads it into a dosage hopper, returning to its original position (Sl . n.40), ready for a successive operation .
(Sl . n.41) The molds located on the first tray are then filled and
can be immediately removed from the dosage apparatus (Sl. n.42)
and another tray can be inserted for filling.
It is clear that, as this plant is suitable for the typical Italian product, the equipment to work in conjunction with the reactor, must be chosen in accordance with the type of product desired to be produced.
(Sl. n .43) Here we show 4 different diagrammatic lay-outs.
The first shows the line already dealt with .
The second shows a line in which the Ricotta is prepared in a
vertical bag packaging machine , then passed to a refrigeration
cell and finally to packing and pallet loading.
The third shows a line along which the Ricotta is packed in a
rigid closed container, refrigerated, quantity packed and then
pallet ted.
The fourth shows a line for pressing , salting and wrapping under
vacuum , after which the product is quantity packed and palletted.
In this exposition , we have not dealt with the operations of
single machines but illustrated working lines in various plants.
Obviously the time permitted has only allowed a superficial explanation .
Naturally , any detailed requirement will be dealt with on the
Stand, ~'he re films ~1ill be shown.
Thank you for your attention.
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FRP BUILDING PANELS NEED NCYI' BE A FIRE HAZARD

By Edward A. Gilbertson
Fiber glass reinforced plastic paneling is a tough, hard , inert
material. It has a finish that resists dirt, chemicals, scratches and abrasion. What this has meant for food manufacturers ,
such as yourself, is easier maintenance on a day- to-day basis and
durability in the long run. Considering the emphasis these days
on value engineering, frp is preferred to paint or tiles that require frequent face- lifts and end up costing rrore over a period
of time.
Because it is a material that has helped the food processing industry maintain its rigorous sanitation standards , and in a more
economical manner, frp has come to the attention of most people
in management . Purchasing and administrative peopl e have been
impressed by the cost benefits. Architects like the appearance.
Plant maintenance people prefer it because it makes their job
easier. Frp has passed the scrutiny of USDA inspectors , too.
In fact, the USDA is one of the major factors in introducing frp
to the food processing market. Until 1967, the largest market for
frp paneling was transportation. Frp panels were used , as they
still are, to protect the inside of trucks, trailers and railroad
cars fran damage caused by forklift blows in loading and unloading
operations and , of course, to make the cargo area easy to clean .
Then came the Wholesome Meat Act and its enforcement by the USDA .
Meat processors suddenly faced the dilemma of meeting the new sanitation requirement and still have walls and ceilings tough enough
to take abuse . I say "dilemma" because most paneling materials
provided either cleanability or durability . Frp could offer both.
It soon became a rather ccmnon sight in meat processing plants .
meat to cheese was not too big a step . As cheese producers ,
you know better than I do the need for sanitary , non-corrosive
walls and ceilings . Take the brine roan . There the salt in the
atlrosphere corrodes walls and ceiling . Frp paneling has worked
well in that area . In coolers, where cheese is stored, frp panels
resist mold and provide a sanitary environment for your product .

Fran

Ever since USDA ' s enforcement of sanitation laws made frp popular
in f ood processing, the federal agencies have been our industry's
best friend . But then I suppose that ' s nothing special to frp.
More stringent government regulations in any industry usually mean
the survival of the fitt est and elimination of those who are no
help to the public or the industry ' s standards anyway.

The USDA's Meat Inspection Division found that frp panels, as they
were abraded in service, would chip or expose glass fibers. That was
before Kemlite ' s entry into the food processing market . This problem
was solved when Kemlite entered the market with Glasbord~--a panel
with an embossed surface which caused the glass reinforcing fibers to
be suppressed and presented small knobs of tough, hard plastic that
could best withstand the rigors of various applications . The USDA
accepted this embossed finish for use in federally inspected vehicles
and processing plants. It has since become an industry standard.
The second innovation is relatively new, and so far Kemlite is the
only one to offer it. We have developed our panel in extra- wide
widths, which significantly reduces the number of seams and fasteners
involved in an installation. Since seams and joints are the major
places of contamination, Kemlite's King Size Glasbord® , as this wider
panel is called, represents yet another step toward ideal sanitation.
In food processing, there were times when the market showed another
need. Building code agencies, fire rating bureaus , insurance companies and fire fighters indicated a need for a fire- rated building
panel. Traditional fiber glass reinforced plastic paneling burns at
a rate of about 250 compared to red oak at 100, as tested in conformance with ASTM E-84. In 1972, Kemlite introduced a fire - rated version
of Glasbord . Called Fire- X Glasbord~, this panel had a flame spread of
25, which was later reduced to 15. However, until last fall, all frp
panels-- no matter what the flame spread--developed a high level of
dense black smoke when ignited.
Smoke is more of a life hazard than fire itself. The National Fire
Protection Association says that 62% of all deaths in a building fire
are caused by asphyxiation. Realizing that, Kemlite set out to develop an frp panel that would burn with a minimum amount of smoke and
toxicity. After years of work, the goal was met. Last fall Kemlite
introduced an frp panel called low smoke Fire- X Glasbord®, To give you
an idea of how low this low smoke factor is, I can only compare the
smoke developed rating of traditional frp of 500 or more with 75 or
less of this new panel . It has been tested and certified by Underwriters' Laboratories. Independent tests show that this new frp panel,
while burning , produces only traces of smoke. Chemical analysis shows
that the smoke produced is predominantly steam, with no significant
amount of life-threatening gases.
Thanks to low smoke Fire- X Glasbord, we have been able to bring the
cleanability and durability of frp to many industries that could not
accept frp before. I am referring to hospitals, nursing homes , correctional institutions, schools and colleges- -places where a number of
people work or are housed .
However, the concern for fire safety is growing in your industry as
well. You, too, have large numbers of people working in an enclosed
environment. You, too, have to meet the high level of fire safety
required by building codes and insurance companies . Besides, as businessmen, you have a personal stake in the protection of plant and personnel in the event of a fire . We believe a safer frp paneling will
help your industry.
Now, let me show you a film that demonstrates the safety feature of
this new panel.

EXPLANATION OF
Gai!PARATIVE FLAME TEST

This film is about a bench test that demonstrates the burning characteristics of various types of fiber glass reinforced plastic (frp)
paneling in comparison with the characteristics of Kemlite ' s new low
SJTX)ke Fire- X Glasborr.,paneling .
The fuel being used is propane . The fl~ temperature where it
touches the panel is approximately 2200 F. Fuel at this temperature
was chosen because it more closely matches that of an actual fire.
At lower temperatures , the panels act differently.

Each test panel is positioned the same in relation to the flame and
the flue chamber . Every effort has been made to make conditions
identical for each test panel. The panel in the left (A) chamber
is traditional or standard resin frp . The center panel (B) is Class
A fire-rated frp . Low smoke Fire- X Glasbord panel is in the chamber
on the right (C) .
The test will be conducted in the following manner :
1.

The torches which are standing upright will be lighted,
making sure each flame is properly adjusted so as to be

identical.
2.

When the second hand on the clock is at twelve , the
torches will be lowered into position simultaneously .

3. Please observe three ccrnparisons:

(a) ignition time ;
(b) flame spread; (c) volume and color of smoke developed.

4.

After an elapsed time of one minute , forty- five seconds
(1:45), the torches will be removed .

Please , again, observe the flame spread and the SJTX)ke developed .
The traditional frp continues to burn with a high volume of black
smoke . Class A fire-rated material ceased to burn, but is charred
and has a residue of smoke. The low smoke Fire- X panel ceases to
burn on its own, and you will discover much less smoke emitted
from this panel . Its smoke is light gray and has a low level of
irritants . The smoke is primarily steam with only traces of carbon
monoxide .

II

II
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PRESENT USE AND FUTURE NEEDS FOR ENZYME SYSTEMS IN ITALIAN CHEESE
by Verle

w.

Christensen

Enzymes have played a major role in the changes that have taken place in many
food industries since the 1900's. This can be seen in the sweetner industry
where isomerized enzymes are used to convert glucose to sweeter sugars, the
brewing industry with enzymes to replace malt, the starch industry where starch
is converted to simple sugars, the candy industry to prevent crystallization,
and many other industries where the hydrolysis of starches, proteins and fats
are important.
The dairy industry, particularly the Italian Cheese Industry, is using enzymes
to improve the mechanization of the manufacturing process, improve the quality,
and lower the cost of production. Enzymes have found application in the Italian
Cheese Industry for thousands of years, resulting in the great variety of unique
cheese now enjoyed in most countries of the world.
In order to understand the application of enzymes it is necessary to know what
they are and how they function. A standard definition for enzymes is that they
are catalysts which bring about specific bio-chemical reactions which make up
the metabolic process of living cells. In a sense, enzymes are like living
material in that they are destroyed or inhibited by many of the same agents which
destroy life such as heat, acids, bases, and the like. Nature's catalysts are
highly specific in their action and many different enzymes are often required
to complete a series of reactions in the living cell.
A particular enzyme is usually limited in its action to one class of substances
such as fats, carbohydrates, proteins, etc. This characteristic of enzymes is
referred to as "specificity" and is the basis on which all enzymes are named
or classified. Enzymes are named by adding the suffix "ase" to the name of the
compound, class of compounds reaction or class of reactions which they catalyze .
For example, lipases catalyse the splitting of fats, proteases catalyze the
splitting of proteins, and oxidases catalyze the oxidat-ion of compounds .
The effectiveness of an enzyme is termed its "activity" and is a measure of its
strength to catalyze the reaction. In most cases the enzyme is standardized to
an activity based on a standard reference material.
Changes in the economic climate over the last 30 years in the cheese business
have resulted in a need to review the practical methods of cheese production
and the basic scientific principles involved in manufacturing. These changes
involve the increased cost of building and mechanization, and the cost of capital
investments and interest charges on money borrowed to finance cheese storage.
Most of the studies to improve the biological aspects of cheesemaking over the
years have dealt with the microbiology of cheese milk, starter cultures, and
the microorganisms present in cheese. Aside from coagulants, the enzymology of
cheese has not created the same over-all general interest. However, the growing
interest in new cheeses,cheese flavors, and reduced curing times, has brought a
need to know more about the enzymology involved in cheese production.
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Much work has already been done to study the effects of the bacteria found in
milk or used as pure starter cultures. It is the action of the enzyme systems
released by these microorganisms that degradate the milk constituents and bring
about the complex reactions which cause texture, aroma, and flavor changes during
ripening of the cheese. The cheese process is therefore primarily an enzymatic
process in which bacteria are agents producing enzymes necessary for the ripening
and curing of cheese.
Microorganisms initially present in the milk or inoculated as starter, play a
significant part in the texture, aroma, or flavor production. If we were to
summarize some of the important points they would include the following:
Milk Microorganisms
1) We know the flora of today's bulk tank milk stored in silos at the plant is
different than that when collected in cans and used daily at the cheese plant.
Bacteria growing at low temperatures in silo tanks many times show low colony
counts because they are clumped. Alsomany psychrotrophic bacteria do not
grow at standard plate count incubation temperatures. However, even in clumps
each microorganism will still contribute its own enzyme quota to the milk.
2)

When the bacterial cultures reach the end oftheir logarithmic phase of growth,
enzyme production is speeded up, and this condition is likely to occur with
contaminating bacteria in milk stored for long periods of time.

3)

Bulk tank milk may contain high counts of gram negative microorganisms.
microorganisms are often very lipolytic.

4)

Growth of microorganisms in milk brings about two important changes that
affect cheese production. First they secreet extracellular enzymes directly
into the milk when they are growing and secondly, when these organisms die,
intracellular enzymes are released into the milk. These enzymes are very
heat stable and survive pasteurization.

These

Some of these enzymes are eventually destroyed in the cheese manufacturing
process but many remain in the cheese in various combinations and amounts.

Since it is the enzyme activity of microorganisms producing changes in milk
rather than just their growth that determines the successful cheese process,
it is significant to know how these enzymes react with the milk constituents
in cheese manufacturing and curing of the cheese.
5)

Studies of protein break-down by microorganisms is a complex problem because
not only are types of microorganisms involved but also the different strains.
In general these studies have shown that of the coliform groups common to
milk, E. coli has lower proteolytic activity than Aerobacter aerogenes.
Some staphylococci appear to be quite proteolytic and may be involved in
cheese ripening provided, of course, they are not harmful by the production
of tmxins.
The spore forming rods such as Bacillus Cereus are very proteolytic and
produce large amounts of amino acid residues which give bitter flavors.

6)

The growth of starter cultures in cheese ·manufacture is interesting in that
they are not initially very proteolytic. Work by Dr. M. Speck of North
Carolina State (1) has shown that growth is much more rapid when stimulating
protein products are present. This would tend to support the theory that
bacterial growth in milk, which produces a degree of proteolysis, could
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help speed up culture growth and the cheese manufacturing process.
Unfortunately , the enzymes producing this proteolysis remain in the cheese
milk and fi nal cheese which may produce bitter end products that could lead
to undesirable cheese curing characteristics.
7)

Amino acid studies from starter cultures indicate that there are similarities
in some starters for causing proteolysis and that they can be grouped into
various catagories. Therefore, individual starters are most important in
cheese flavor and need to be selected carefully.

8)

Many enzymes in milk are produced by the mammary gland cells but some may be
derived from the blood or lymphatic system around the gland . Some enzymes
are also derived from the bacteria normally present in the udder milk cisterns.
Bacterial counts may vary from 100 to many thousands per milliter. It is now
known that these enzymes produced during bacterial growth are much more heat
stable than normal mammary gland enzymes.

9)

If we were to analyze the milk as received at the cheese plant, for the
presence of enzymes, we would find many types present such as Lipase, Peroxidase, Protease, Esterase, Xanthine oxidase, Catalase, Lactase, Amylase, Aldolase and perhaps many others. These can cause various types of enzyme activities such as Reduction, Oxidation, Dehydration, Hydrolysis, Deamination,
Decarboxylation, Phosphorylation, Dephosphorylation , e tc. Dixon and Webb in
1958 published a list of 659 known enzymes of which 259 are reported to be
present in bacteria. This gives you some idea of the complexity of the enzyme
systems present in milk .

Presently the condition of the milk as received at the cheese plant and the growth
of the microorganisms present in this milk determines the enzyme content of the
milk prior t o the heat treatment given it. The heat treatment determines the
enzymes and bacteria that will survive, as contributed by the milk. Enzymes added
during the manufacturing procedure such as coagulants and flavor enzymes including
the oral lipase enzymes from kid, lamb and calf, such as lipase powders 300, 400
and 600 will also survive to some extent. These, together with the enzymes in the
milk and from the bacteria in the cheese, contribute to the final texture, aroma,
and flavor of the cheese.
In papers given at previous Italian Cheese Seminars I have discussed the commercial
use of animal a nd microbial coagulants. It was pointed · out that there is a steady
decline in calf rennets for production of rennet extract . The use of 50-50 blends of
rennet extract and porcine pepsin, bovine rennet, and the microbial enzyme preparation has increased and will continue to play an important role in cheese manufacture. Since the use of these enzyme systems we find that not only do they
become involved with the coagulation of the milk, but also in the final texture,
body, and flavor of the cheese. We also find that some of the residual enzymes
remain in the whey and can influence the whey processing procedure and final whey
product.
Contrary to previously held beliefs, rennet extract is responsible not only for
coagulation, but also for some ripening processes . Experiments conducted when
using two to five times the normal amount of rennet extract resulted in cheese
that held rr..:>re moisture and ripened faster. It also appeared from the tests that
the bacteria present in the cheese were stimulated by the proteolytic and lipolytic
activity of the rennet to give the increased rate of ripening. Researchers have
shown that purified rennet does not produce a pleasant cheese flavor, but that when
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flavor is normal. This can be one of
facturers prefer to use rennet pastes
as this contains the rennet extracted

is purified are used together the cheese
the reasons why many Italian Cheese manusuch as our Marschall Rennet Paste 1132,
products.

P.F. Fox (2) has shown that calf rennet and bovine rennet differ from Porcine pepsin in their degradation of protein and fats in milk.
Therefore those remaining
coagulating enzymec in the cheese would affect the cheese characteristics on
curing. Cheese made using only porcine pepsin tends to give a bitter flavor in
the fully cured product. Cheese made using the 50-50 rennet-porcine pepsin mixtures has not shown thisbitter flavor, demonstrating the inter-reaction of enzymes
from different sources.
It should also be pointed out that the enzymes remaining in the cheese from the
coagulant is determined by the amount used and the manufacturing process. In
cases where higher pH's are used at the time of coagulation and high cooking
temperatures are used such as for various typesaf Italian cheeses, the amount of
enzymes that will remain in the cheese is reduced.
Once the cheese is produced, we presently rely on the enzyme systems in the cheese
from the original milk, the bacteria introduced into the milk by contaminants, the
bacterial starter, and from the enzymes added for coagulation or lipolysis. This
hopefully, enables ripening of the cheese to continue at a satisfactory pane.
In many cases, it is guess work, as we grade the cheese or check it periodically
to see that the flavor, body, and texture is proceeding as planned. To control
this, some of the things we do is check the milkfDr bacterial growth and inhibitory
substances, determine rancidity by acid degree values, use a heat treatment less
than full pasteurization to allow bacteria and enzymes in the milk to survive and
adjust, and manipulate starter cultures to fit the needs generated by the preceeding
milk and milk heat treatment.
All these manipulations are primarily based on the enzymes now present or those
to be generated by the bacteria in the cheese. How much simpler it would be for
the mechanization of the cheese process and the curing process if the milk could be
heated or processed to destroy most of the enzymes and bacteria present. Then enzymes and bacteria of which we had prior knowledge, for the production of suitable
enzymes could be added to the milk or curd to arrive at a standardized product of
superior quality.
Experiments along these lines have been conducted that show this is possible and
that once the enzyme system is present in the curd, live microorganisms are not
necessary to produce degradation of the cheese constiuents on aging.
This approach towards enzymology does not mean that microorganisms will not be
necessary as the enzymes must be derived from them separately and either added to
the milk or curd, or added as a culture concentrate to the milk for further growth
in the cheese which will result in the enzymes being present. At the moment the
preferred method of cheese manufacture and ripening ~ to grow the microorganisms
in the milk and curd, but recent successful development of microbial rennet and
lipase enzymes as well as enzyme preparations from starter bacteria have shown
that it is economically possible to use extracted enzyme systems to make excellent
cheese, consistently.
Most of the literature covering enzyme use and successful commercial products
developed, deal with the use of lipase products for flavor development in Italian
cheese. The use of the animal lipase products such as calf, kid, and lamb are
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successful examples of the use of standardized enzyme preparations for producing
controlled rancidity in aged cheese. Predictable flavor profiles can be assured
when using these products . They are, however, susceptible to supply and demand
just as are those of calf rennet and it is quite possible that in the future,
microbial fermentation derived lipase products will be developed that can replace
these animal sources at a competitive or lower price .
Future work will involve the study of obtaining proteolytic enzymes that can be
used alone or in combinatio n with other enzymes such as the lipase enzymes. Presently
we do not know of a good prot eolytic enzyme sytsem tha t can be added to cheese
milk that will give uniform controlled cheese flavor typically characteristic
of cheddar, Swiss, Provolone, Blue, or Romano . We do believe , however, with our
present knowledge of fermen t ation and preparation of proteolytic enzymes for other
food uses, that similar pure proteolytic enzymes from lactic culture microorganisms
common to each type of cheese will be available soon at costs that will be competitive with present systems .
If and when the use of these enzyme systems are perfected, it also could make
possible the practical application of concentration of the milk by ultra filtration or other similar means. If the milk were concentrated to half its volume,
it would decrease the equipment and manufacturing time of t he cheese plant considerably . We know that present bacterial activity of the starter and milk microorganisms in the pre-renneting stages severely affects the curd forming properties
so that they will not knit together . Perhaps this can be overcome by the use of
different coagulating enzymes a nd t he addition of cul tur es or enzymes i n concentrate form to the concentrated milk.
Therefore in the future we expect to see the (l) growth of selected cultures
which will be added in concentrate form to cheese milk tha t will generate enzyme
systems for texture and flav or production and (2) extracted enzyme systems from
large controlled fermentations that will be semi-pure individual proteases,
lipases, lactases, etc., or combinations that can give standardized texture, aroma,
and flavor on a commercial mechanized bases for all cheese including the popular
Italian types.
In summary,
development
in the milk
for reduced

we believe that there is a great need for improved methods of flavor
and control in Italian Cheese. These have been brought on by changes
quality received at the plant, processing methods, mechanization, need
time for cheese curing, and the costs associa t ed with these processes.

These changes will be solved by using new methods of manufac t ur i ng i nvo l ving t he
use of new enzyme systems and concentrated cultu r es compounded specifically to
meet your needs . We further believe that these new enzyme and culture systems will
give you the positive control of your flavor development, body and texture, and
moisture control on a predictable basis and at lower total costs for Romano, Provolone, Parmesan, Gorgonzola, Mozzarella, and other popular Italian types.
Similar enzyme and culture modifications will also apply to Cheddar Cheese manufacture . Presently the introduction of Superstart cultures has proven to be a
successful step in the direction of culture concentrates for acid and flavor
development . New developments in the area of enzymes should make these combined
systems a reality in the next few years.
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PROPOSED U.S. STANDARDS FOR GRADES OF MOZZARELLA CHEESES
by Roland S. Golden
I appreciate the opportunity to talk with you about proposed U.S. Standa rds for
Grades of Mozzarella Cheeses. You may recall that during your 1975 meeting,
Joseph A. Rubis, as Chief of the Standardization Branch addressed this group and
outline d the USDA programs available to the Italian Cheese industry. Mr. Rubis
outli ned two of the major USDA programs as being:
(1)

Development of standards and specifications, and

(2)

Inspection and grading service.

The development of U.S . grade standards for dairy products is the responsibility
of the Dairy Section, Standardization Branch, Poultry and Dairy Quality Division,
Food Safety and Quality Service, USDA. Perhaps, you are familiar with the U.S.
grade standards for Cheddar, Swiss, Colby and Monterey cheeses.
I should point out that all USDA grade standards are voluntary. This means that
USDA standards are used to officially grade products only when requested by the
manufacturer, user, buyer or seller . When a request for grading service is made,
the applicant is required to pay for the cost of the service. Grading service is
available only on products manufactured in a USDA approved plant.
Mozzarella cheese production is an important and growing part of the U.S. cheese
industry. In the past 7 years production has increased 123 percent. Because of
the growing importance of Mozzarella cheese to the cheese industry, there has been
an interest expressed for developing a grade standard for determining its quality.
USDA has been gathering information for the past two years from various Mozzarella
cheese manufacturers, users, the academic community, and various State Departments
of Agriculture for the development of Proposed U.S. Standards for Grades of
Mozzarella cheeses. A notice was published in the Federal Register on March 17,
1978, that a study draft of a proposed standard is available for comment. I have
a supply of the study draft for anyone who would like a copy. If additional copies
are needed, I will be glad to take your name and address and send a copy to you.
The Department welcomes any and all comments that you may have .
All of the requests and inquiries concerning the development of this standard
were for Mozzarella cheeses. However, the Department recognizes the similarity
of Mozzarella and scamorza cheese and invites your comments as to whether these
two cheeses are sufficiently similar to be graded by the same criteria and covered
by the same standard.
Let us now look at the proposed standard and examine the criteria for grade
determination. For the purpose of this standard, Mozzarella cheeses are defined
as conforming to the provisions of Sec. 133.155 through 133.158, "Definitions of
Standards of Identity for Cheeses and Related Cheese Products", Food and Drug
Administration (21 CFR Part 133).
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These definitions do not consider the developed, slight rancid flavor that has been
traditionally present in some Mozzarella cheeses. It is our understanding that
Coday's market does not widely utilize this type of flavor. The cheese made with
this flavor is for special orders for specific markets. As the study draft is now
written, any Mozzarella cheese that has a rancid flavor would have no grade assigned.
The Department is seeking constructive comments on how this flavor in Mozzarella
cheese should be considered in the grade standards.
Mozzarella cheese to be eligible for grading, can be graded no sooner than 3 days
after manufacture. Also, the packaging material used shall not impart any color
or objectionable taste or odor to the cheese and shall prevent the formation of a
rind.
The proposed standards include the four types of Mozzarella cheeses.
(1)

Mozzarella cheese

(2)

Low-moisture Mozzarella cheese

(3)

Part-skim Mozzarella cheese

(4)

Low-moisture part-skim Mozzarella cheese

The nomenclature of the

(1)
(2)
(3)

u.s.
u.s.
u.s.

u.s.

grades are:

Grade AA
Grade A
Grade B

The U.S. grade is determined on the basis of flavor, body and texture, color, and
finish and appearance. First, let us look at Table I concerning flavor.
Table I
Classification of Flavor
Identification of
flavor characteristics
Feed
Acid
Flat
Bitter
Fruity
Utensil
Sour
Whey-taint
Yeasty
Malty
Old milk
Weedy
Onion
Barny
VS - Very Slight

AA

A

B

vs

s
s

D
D
D

VS

s
s
s

vs
s
s
s

s
s

vs
s

S - Slight

D - Definite
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Ea ch grade wi ll be considered separately. In U.S. Grade AA, feed and a cid f lavo rs
a r e per mitted to a very slight degree. No other off-flavors are permitted .
Gr ade A permits feed and acid flavors to a slight degree and U.S. Grade B, permits
s our and onion to a very slight degree; bitter, fruity, utensil, whey-taint,
yeas t y , malty, old milk, weedy, and barny to a slight degree; and feed, acid
and flat are permitted t o a definite degree.
Now let us consider Tab l e II concerning Classification of Body and Texture .
Table II
Classification of Body and Texture
Id entification of body
and t exture characteristics

Open
Coarse
Lacking flexibility
Mealy
Weak
Pasty
Gassy
Slitty
Sweet holes

vs .-

Very Slight

Mozzarella or Lowmoisture Mozzarella
Cheese

Part-skim or Lowmoisture Part-skim
Mozzarella Cheese

AA

A

B

AA

A

B

VS

s
s

D
D

VS

s
s
s
s
s
s

D
D
D
D
D

s

D

p

s

D

p

s
s

D
D

vs
VS
VS

S - Slight

D - Definite

D

vs
vs
vs

P - Pronounced

This specific table is divided into the whole milk and skim milk types of Mozzare l la
cheese to provide for the differences in their body and texture characteristics.
For example, a high fat cheese can be slightly weak and still be included in the
AA grade. Whereas the lower fat cheese is permitted to be slightly weak in the
A grade.
We will look at t he higher fat cheeses first, Mozzarell a and Low-moisture Mozzarella
cheese:
In U.S. Grade AA, open is permitted to a very slight degree; and, lacking flexibility
and weak to a slight degree.
In U.S. Grade A, open, coarse, mealy and pasty are permitted to a slight degree; and,
lacking flexibility and weak to a definite degree .
In U.S. Grade B, gassy, slitty, and sweet holes are pennitted to a very s light
degree; open, coarse, mealy and pasty to a definite degree; and lacking flexibility
and weak to a pronounced degr ee.
In the lower fat cheese, Part-skim and Low-moisture Part- skim Mozzarella cheese.
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In U.S. Grade A, open, coarse, lacking flexibility, mealy, weak and pasty are
permitted to a slight degree.
In U.S. Grade B, gassy, slitty, and sweet holes are permitted to a very slight
degree; and open, coarse, lacking flexibility, mealy, weak, and pasty to a definite
degree.
Table III
Classification of Color
Identification of color
characteristics

AA

Wavy
Acid-cut
Unnatural
Mottled
Salt spots
Dull or faded
Bleached surface
VS - Very Slight

A

B

VS

s

s
s

s
s
s
s

S - Slight

Regarding color there are no defects allowed in U.S. Grade AA.
In U.S. Grade A, wavy is permitted to a very slight degree.
ln U. S. Grade B, wavy, acid-cut, unnatural, mottled, salt spots, dull or faded,
and bleached surface are permitted to a slight degree.
Table IV
Classification of Finish and Appearance
Identification of finish and
appearance characteristics
Wrinkled packaging
Misshapen
Soiled surface
Rough surface
S - Slight

AA

A

B

s
s

D
D

p
p

s
D

D - Definite

P - Pronounced

The final grade factor is finish and appearance.
ln u. s. Grade AA, wrinkled packaging and misshapen appearance may be present to a
slight degree.
In U.S. Grade A, wrinkled packaging and misshapen appearance may be present to a
definite degree.
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to a definite degree; and, wrinkled packaging and misshapen appearance to a
pronounced degree .
All of the terms used are defined as part of the proposed standard.
We are proposing three optional tests that can be used occasionally at the option
of the Department or whenever they are requested by an interested party. They are:
1.

Testing the cheese for meltability, color, stretchability and
free fat. This test was developed to standardize the procedure
by which these factors may be observed under controlled pizza
making conditions .

2.

Testing Mozzarella cheeses for meltability by the water bath
melting method, and

3.

Testing only Part-skim or Low-moisture Part-skim Mozzarella
cheese for free fat by the oven method .

The tests for meltability and free fat were taken from work published by Keller,
Olson and Richardson in the Journal of Dairy Science in 1974.
The provision that these three tests are optional, permits buyers and sellers to
use their own specifications for t ypes of cheeses that meet their needs; as an
example - cheese specifically made for use in pizza.
The instructions for running these optional tests are not part of the standard.
However, copies of the laboratory instructions will be sent with the proposed
study draft of the standard . When making comments on the proposed study draft,
please include comments on the laboratory instructions as well.
Again, I would like to point out that this is a proposed study draft, and we welcome
any comments that you may have. Comments are to be sent to the Department by
July 1, 1978. All comments will be considered in preparation of a proposed grade
standard to be published in the Federal Register. When the standard is published
as a Proposed Rule, you will again have the opportunity to comment. After the
second comment period, it is our intent that the standard will be published in
the Federal Register as Final Rulemaking as U.S. Standards for Grades of Mozzarella
Cheeses.
It has been a pleasure to attend your meetings.
to answer any questions. Thank you .

As time permits, I will be glad
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COMPARISON OF WHEY RICOTTA CHEESE MANUFACTURED
FROM WHEY AND WHEY CONCENTRATES!
By K. M. Ni I son and Pau I Streiff .
The United Sta t es Department of Agriculture (I) repor t ed that an estimated 29.5 bill ion pounds of I iquid whey was produced in 1975 . Due to this high production of whey,
research particu larly in the area of whey uti I ization has evolved. One type of current research Is directed toward whey protein recovery and its further use in food
processing. Reclamation of proteins in the form of Ricotta cheese from whey provides
a useful product (2,3). However, automated production has been slow to develop .
High labor costs coupled with relatively low yields makes it somewh at unattractive
to the industry. Whey Ricotta Cheese yield has been reported to vary between 4% and
6% (3). If increased yields could be achieved by using whey concentrate, the dairy
industry would have another method of recovering whey solids. This study was designed to determine the feasibility and acceptability of manufacturing Ricotta cheese
from concentrated whey. The determining factors was the recovery of whey sol ids and
the qual lty of the cheese.
MATER IAL AND METHODS
Mozzarella cheese whey was furnish ed by In ternationa l Cheese Corp. , of Hinesburg, Vt.
As each supgly was received at the University of Vermont dairy plant, it was pasteurIzed at 145 F for 30 min. Whey concentrates of varying total sol ids content were
evaporated in a Rogers, single-effect, vacuum evaporator. Each condensed whey product (CWP) contained an average percent T.S. concentration as fol lows: CWP I (noncondensed whey)= 6.70%; CWP 2 = 10.13%; CWP 3 • 14.87%; CWP 4 = 18 . 02 %; CWP 5 =
20.86%; CWP 6 = 25. 10%; CWP 7 = 28.67%; and CWP 8 = 35.90% . Three cheese making
tr ials were conducted on unseparated Mozzarella cheese whey and the seven different
whey concnetrates. In addition, one trial each was conducted on Cheddar cheese whey
concentrated to 45% and 50% sol ids. In all the trials, 350 lbs. of whey or whey concentrate were used (4) to manufacture the cheese. Samples of whey before precipitation were taken from the vat after the addition of salt. Whey samples after precipitation were obtained from a partially d ra ined vat. Cheese samples were collected
aseptically.
Laboratory Analy sis:
Analysis of all whey samp les includ ed pH, titratable acidity (TA) , T. S. protein, fat
and lactose. Tests were conducted on Whey Ricotta cheese to determine pH, moisture,
protein, fat, salt, lactose, organol eptic and microbiologi cal characteristics.
The pH was recorded using a Beckman Zeromatic pH meter. Titratable acidity was measured with the Nafis automatic acidity tester (5). The percent total sol ids were determi ned by the Mojonnier method (5). The Kjeldahl method for nitrogen (6) was uti1 I zed for the determination of percent protein. Whey and cheese were analzyed for
butterfat by the Mojonnler and Babcock methods, respectively (5). Quantab chloride
titrators were used to determine the percent sodium chloride (7). A test for lactose
content in whey and chees e was conducted using a modification of th e Worthington method (B) and the enzyme, lactase (4) .
Two cheese flavor experts from the Vermont Agriculture Experiment Station g raded the
1
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whey Ricotta cheese on a scale from one to five for flavor, body and texture. A
score of five designated an excellent evaluation . Standard Plate Count, Coliform
count, Psychrotrophic Bacterial Count and Yeast and Hold Count were used to determine
quality control and shelf-life (9).
It sh~uld be emphasized that whey was condensed to varying sol ids concentrations and
that standardization of individual components, such as fat, was not attempted. Wide
variations within each condensed whey product reflected the tota l variation that
occurs in the compo~i t ion of any fresh non - condensed whey .
Nutritionally speaking, the most important co nst it uent presen t i n whey is the prote in.
Therefore, It Is essential to recover as much of this protein as possible. As shown
in Table 1, the percent protein recovered in cheese varied from an average of 59.06%
to 66.64%. True (3) reported a recovery rate of approximately 50% of the protein
during the manufacture of Ricotta cheese from fresh non-condensed whey. However, as
much as 97% of the protein had been recovered from a 17.5% whey concentrate (10).
The high acid and heat treatment required for this recovery made the protein prec ipitate less desirable as a food product.
The amount of fat retained in the cheese was largely dependent on the exact manufac turing procedures. In Table I, the data showed a rather erratic pattern of fat re covery in the cheese. No trend could be detected as the average fat recovery var ied
from 62.47%, 37 . 09%, 62 . 13% and 33.03 % in CWP's I, 4, 6, and 8 respectively. In most
individual cases, the whey is separated to remove t he fat before the manufacturi ng
process begins . The refore, butterfat recovery is not an important consideration.
The percent recovery of lactose in the cheese was much lower when compared to the
percent recovery of protein (Table 1). Lactose recovery increased gradually from CWP
I to CWP 6 and continued to increase dramatically in CWP's 7 and 8. This would be
expected since there is less moisture in the higher solid concentrations to act as a
carrier for the lactose. In addition, there is a larger volume of precipitate formed
at the higher solid concentrations which will incorporate more lactose in the curd.
Figure 1, graphically illustrates the component recovery of protein, fat and lactose.
Protein, the primary constituent being precipitated, showed the greatest and most
consistent recovery rate . Fat varied throughout the study with a lower recovery
when the solids concentration was 28% or higher . Lactose recovery increased considerably as the concentration of sol ids increased.
The percent protein, fat and lactose remaining i n the whey was calculated on a bas is
of total pounds whey remaining before a nd after p recipitation (Tab l e 2) . Us in g th is
cr i teria, the data showed a considerab l e decrease i n the amount of protein remaining
in the whey as the sol ids concentration increased . The average percent prote i n re maining In the whey ranged from 52.71 % for CWP 1 to 28.23 % for CWP 8. This repre sented a 46.44 % decrease from CWP I to CWP 8. As the sol ids concentration of the
whey before cheese manufacture increased, it was evident that less protein was lost
In the whey after the development of the Ricotta cheese. This can be attributed to
the availability of more proteins and other sol ids to aggregate into the final product. The smaller the prote i n content in the whey before precipitation, the more
fragile the curd after precipitation. This fragile curd is, therefore, more vulnerable to losses during processing. The data in Table 2 also revealed that the per cent fat which rema i ned in the whey after precipitation fluctuated from 3% to 10%.
This Indicated t hat the majority of the fat component present in the fresh non condensed whey o r condensed whey products was reta i ned in the cheese. The da t a in
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whey . CWP 1 had almost 90% lactose remaining tn the whey; however, as the CWP groups
became more concentrated, less lactose remained In the whey. There was a 23.25 % decrease In the percent lactose remaining in the whey of CWP 8 compared to CWP 1.
Yields of Ricotta Cheese from Whey Containing Vari ed Sol ids Concentrations
True (3) reported a 6.0% yield on a total weight basis for fresh non-condensed whey.
An average y ield of 16.24% on a dry weight basis for CWP 1 was equivalent to a 5.30%
yield on a total weig ht basis. Hereafter, yie lds are discussed on a dry weight basis.
The average percent yields of Ricotta cheese ranged from 16.24% to 47.22 % for CWP 1
to CWP 8. Figure 2 showed that the percent yields increased proportionally as the
sol Ids In the whey increased. The factors which affected these increased yields
were (I) the higher concentration of total sol ids and (2) the abi 1 i ty to recover more
of these sol Ids from the concentrated whey.
Further Investigation utilizing 45% and 50% whey concentrates was attempted . However,
after the first trial these attempts were discontinued. Problems in handling , neutra l lzatlon, acidification and heating appeared impossible to overcome .
Composition of Ricotta Cheese
No federal standard of Identity exists for Ricotta cheese. The values shown in Table
3 for cheese made from CWPs I through 3 compare favorably with those of Reinbold (II),
Sammis (12) and True (3). As the whey concentrate increased, the cheese moisture and
fat decreased. Protein concentration remained fairly constant with an average of
8.53 % whereas the percent lactose increased six times from an average 4 . 46% in CWP
to 26.29 % In OWP 8. The percent salt increased significantly in CWP 8 compared to
CWP 1.
When comparing CWP 8 (35.09% solids) to CWP 1 (6.70% solids), it can be concluded
t hat the fini s hed products are significantly different in their composition. These
differences Included a 27% less moisture in CWP 8 than is cheese from CWP 1, a 71 %
decrease in fat, a 4% decrease in protein, a 489% increase in lactose and a 198% increase in salt. The pH did vary slightly ranging from an average 4.57 in CWPs 1 and
3 to 4.97 in CWPs 5 and 6. These values fall within the ranges reported in the 1 ite~
ature (3,11,13).
Flavor, Body and Textu re Scores of Ricotta Cheese
Both flavor, body and texture were used to evaluate the acceptabll ity and quality of
the cheese made from the various concentrated whey products. Flavor scores of cheese
(Figure 3) dropped as the percent solids in the CWPs increased. These scores ranged
from an average of 4.83 to 2.17. Poor flavor scores were obtained from CWP 5 through
CWP 8. The off-flavors detected in these groups Included unclean, coarse and unnatura 1.
Body and texture scores did not decline as sharply as the flavor scores (Figure 3).
The scores ranged from an average 4.58 to 3. 17. At the lower sol ld concentrations,
the cheese had a smooth velvety texture. However, as the concentrat ion of the solids
increased In the whey products, the cheese became more mealy and grainy. This would
be expected because of the decreased moisture content of the cheese .
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The ultimate quality test for acceptabll lty of Ricotta cheese is its shelf-1 ife. The
key to extended shelf-life !s its low Initial microbial counts. The Standard Plate
Count ranged from 160 to 70,000 organisms per gram i"n the cheese manufactured from
non-condensed and condensed whey. A substantial psychrotrophic count (2700/gram)
was observed in the cheese from CWP 3 whereas the remaining cheeses contained less
th an 10 organisms per gram. Coliform counts were relatively low with only one product containing a count greater than 10 organisms per gram. Yeast and mold contamination was negl lgible. This microbial evaluation of Ricotta cheese manufactured from
condensed whey revealed that no gross contamination was present.
Summary
Whey constituent recovery, percent yields and composition of Ricotta cheese were determined after the manufacture of whey Ricotta from non-condensed (CWP 1) and condensed whey (CWP 2 through 8). The solid concentrations of the condensed whey products used in the manufacture of whey Ricotta cheese ranged from 6.7% to 35.90%. The
major whey components studied for their recovery in cheese were protein, fat and lactose. (On the average, there was little fluctuation in the protein recovery between
the different CWP groups. In contrast to protein, the average fat recovery tended
to fluctuate tremendously. Although lactose had the lowest recovery rate of the
three components, it did exhibit the greatest difference between CWP 1 and CWP 8. An
844% Increase ln the lactose recovery was demonstrated in CWP 8 when compared to CWP
1).
The percentages of moisture, fat, protein, lactose, salt were determined in the finIshed cheese. Protein content In all the cheeses remained constant with an average
of 8. 53 %. A 27% decrease in moisture and a 71% decrease in fat was observed when
comparing cheese from CWP 8 with CWP 1. A 489% and 198 increase In lactose and salt,
res pectively, were achieved by increasing the solids content of non-condensed whey
to 35-90%.
The effect of using condensed whey on the percent yield of whey Ri cotta wa s determined.
Yie ld s of Ricotta cheese were found to increase proportionally as th e T. S. in the whey
i nc rea s ed . It was possible to triple the cheese yield on a dry we ight basis by condensing the whey to 35.90% sol ids prior to its manufacture. However, solid concentrations of 45% and 50% tended to present problems during the manufacturing procedures.
This inv e stigation suggested that concentrated whey products with up to 36% total
solids could be utilized to manufacture Ricotta cheese. However, products with a
sol Ids concentration greater than 45% tended to cause too many manufacturing problems.
It was shown that the percent yield increased as the percent sol ids in the concentrated whey products increased . However, products from the high T.S. whey had questionable flavor, body and texture defects. Based on these findings, the utilization
of concentrated whey products with a sol Ids concentration greater than 18 to 21 % for
the manufacture of Ricotta cheese can be expected to show flavor and body defects.
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TABLE 1.

Percent protein, fat, lactose, and solids
recovered in cheese from whey containing
varied sol ids concentration.

Condensed
Whey
Product
# % Sol ids

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8

-

-

Percent
Prate in

It

6.70
10.31
14.87
18.02
20.86
25.10
28.67
35.90

61.96
59.35
64.08
62.22
59.06
64 . 51
66.64
65.63

* Percent

Recovery =

Percent
Fat

62.47
57.70 .
59.97
37.09
56. 11
62.13
44.59
33.03

It

Percent *
Lactose

5. 24
9.58
14.73
17.97
21 .52
22.64
31.79
49.47

It

Percent
Yield (DWB)

16.24
21 .04
26. 17
26 . 34
30.92
31.75
36.87
47.22

of component in cheese
before precipitation

X

100

TABLE 2.

Percent protein, fat, lactose and solids
remaining in the whey

Condensed
Whey
Prod uct
II % Sol ids

1
2

3
4
5
6
7
8

-

-

6.70
10.)1
14.87
18.02
20.86
25 .1 0
28.67
35.90

*Percent
remaining

Percent *
Protein

52.71
42.92
38.45
36.87
37.38
35.00
33.89
28.23
lbs.of
lbs.of

Percent *
Fat

Percent
Lactose

10.32
8.03
3.40
10 . 53
3.63
4.6 1
6.54
3. 25

89.49
80.64
71 .81
82.15
69.89
67.49
70.25
68.68

~';

Percent *
Solids

83 .63
78 .27
67 .29
67 .72
64.80
64 .71
59.08
51 .43

TABLE 3.

Average Composition of Ricotta Cheese from
whey containing varied solids concentrate

Condensed
.
.
Wh
Moisture Fat Prote1n Lactose Salt
ey
--------------- % --------------Product

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8

74.24
78.03
75.21
71.81
69.75
66.73
64.92
58.06

5.83
3.67
3.83
2.43
4.30
3-73
2.7
1.67

9.29
7. 67
8.10
9.06
7-55
8.89
8. 77
8.92

4.46
7.13
9.50
12.31
13.37
16.00
18.77
26.29

0.41
0.50
0.57
0.70
0.72
0.89
0.91
1.22

pH

Yield

4.57 16.24
4.92 21 .04
4.57 26.17
4.95 26.34
4.97 30.92
4.97 31.75
4.95 36.87
4.93 47 .22
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A NEW METHOD OF DETERMINING WHEN TO CUT THE CURD
By Professor Norman F. Olson and Alan W. Kowalchyk
Clotting of milk during manufacture of most varieties of cheese such as the
Italian types results from the action of milk-clotting enzymes. The function of
these enzymes can be divided into two phases; an initial enzymatic phase in which
the enzymes modify a portion of the milk proteins, the caseins, and a secondary
non-enzymatic phase when the modified caseins clot to form the curd. The enzymatic and, to a greater extent, the non-enzymatic phase of milk clotting are influenced by a number of factors including pH and temperature (12). Previous heat
treatment of milk, concentration of divalent ions such as calcium (5,10) and
season of year (14) affect both phases. The type of milk-clotting enzyme also
has become a factor because of a shortage of rennet extract and increased usage
of substitute milk coagulants (7,8,13,15). Milk-clotting enzymes respond differently to variations in properties of milk, which further complicates standardization of milk- clotting (1,13) .
Monitoring enzymatic and non-enzymatic phases of milk clotting has been done by
chemical, visual, and viscometric methods (2,6,11,12,17,20). Recently firmness
of milk gel structure was measured by the force required to pull a cone through
clotting milk (21) and by a thrombelastograph (16). A sensing unit consisting of
two juxtapositioned diaphragms described by Vanderheiden (22) was evaluated in
this study and used to compare firmness of curd formed by milk-clotting enzymes
in the laboratory and under commercial conditions. Firmness of curd at cutting
in commercial operations is usually determined by visual observations by the
cheese maker . This technique is accurate if done properly but it may become
difficult to do so in the future with closed vats. Thus a device to accurately
determine the point at which curd should be cut would seem to be useful.

Equipment. The apparatus, shown in Fig. 1, used to monitor gel firmness during
clotting milk was similar to the device described by Vanderheiden (22). It
consisted of three components: (a) a reciprocating pump (driving piston e in
Fig. 1) which delivered 10 ml of water in and out of a water-filled transmitting
capsule (a in Fig. 1), (b) a sensing unit composed of two stainless steel capsules (transmitting and receiving capsules) rigidly mounted 18 millimeters (mm)
apart, and (c) a LVDT (linear variable differential transformer) type pressure
and flow transmitter (0-6.4 em H 0 pressure range), similar to the transducer
2

shown in Fig. 1. Each capsule (a and b in Fig . 1) was 130 mm in diameter and 6 rnm
wide. The inside face of each capsule (c in Fig . 1) was a stainless steel corrugated diaphragm (supplied by G. Vanderheiden). The transmitting capsule diaphragm
was .13 mm thick and the receiving diaphragm was .08 mm thick which increased the
sensitivity of the receiver. The receiving capsule was filled with 5 ml of distilled water and was connected to the transducer by high pressure surgical tubing.
Response of the transducer to pressure changes in the receiving capsule was recorded with a Perkin-Elmer 159 recorder (0-700 mV range).
In operation, the sensing unit was lowered into the test container so that the
tops of the capsules were about 10 em (4 inches) below the milk surface. The
sensing unit could be used at any depth in a commercial plant. The oscillating
pump delivered water in and out of a sending capsule through 2.38 mm ID tygon
tubing at a rate of 3 cycles per minute which caused approximately 1 mm deflections of the transmitting diaphragm. When milk was not clotted, displacement of
milk caused by this deflection of the diaphragm did not affect the receiving diaphragm since the motion was dissipated into the surrounding milk. Upon clotting
and subsequent gel formation of milk, pulsations were transmitted to the receiving
diaphragm causing i ·t to deflect in proportion to firmness of the curd. The deflections caused a pressure increase which was converted by the transducer to
voltage registered on the recorder.
Comparisons of Rennet and Chymoset. Lactic acid (85%) was added to raw whole milk
at 8 C (45 F) to adjust the pH to 6.60 when measured at 31 C (88 F). Buffers were
also at 8 C during standardization of the pH meter. Milk samples were warmed to
31 C and held for 30 min to insure stability of pH before 2.6 ml of rennet or 2.13
ml of a porcine pepsin and rennet mixture (Chymoset), both supplied by Marschall
Division Miles Laboratories, Madison, WI, was added to 13 1 (3.4 gal) milk.
Amounts of rennet and Chymoset added approximated those concentrations used in
commercial practice.
After adding a given enzyme to a milk sample, the sensing probe was lowered into
the test container and placed in a fixed position. Pressure was equilibrated in
the receiving section of the apparatus when it was placed into milk by opening a
three-way valve which was inserted in the line between the diaphragm and transducer. The valve was closed when the piston of the pump was in the retracted
position. This assured that pulses sent by the receiving diaphragm were synchronized with the diaphragm in the transducer. Milk clotting and aggregation
was followed and recorded for each sample. Measurements were made of clot time,
clot-to-cut-time, and overall time of gel formation. Clot time was the time
from enzyme addition until visible clotting of the sample was observed. Clotto-cut-time was the interval from visible clotting to a point when gel firmness
registered 44 units on the recorder. This 44-unit span corresponded to a desirable firmness for cutting curd as determined subjectively in the UW Dairy Plant
by the authors. Total time from enzyme addition to the time when the recorder
registered a firmness of 44 units was also measured. The two enzymes were compared in five replicate trials in one experiment and three trials in a second
experiment. All replicate trials with a given enzyme within each experiment was
made on the same day with the same batch of milk from the University of Wisconsin
Dairy Plant. Curd firmness was measured in the same manner in commercial plants.
The device was placed next to a vat and the diaphragms were lowered into milk
after mixing in the milk-clotting enzyme. The system was tested in open, horizontal vats and closed, vertical vats.
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RESULTS
Equipment Operation. A typical trace generated by the recorder during enzymatic
and subsequent non-enzymatic clotting of milk is shown in Fig . 2. During the
enzymatic phase, oscillations of the transmitting diaphragm caused only slight
perturbations of the receiving diaphragm; the span of trace approximated one unit.
One unit is equivalent to 0.7 mV output from the transducer, and 0.089 mm of
water pressure generated by pulsing of the receiving diaphragm.
Initial clotting of milk was not sensed immediately by the receiving diaphragm
since oscillations did not increase until about 0.6 min after visible clotting .
TI1is would be expected because the protein matrix in the milk gel must become
sufficiently rigid to transmit oscillations between diaphragms. Tile trace in
Fig. 2 recorded during the non-enzymatic phase of clotting was similar to those
observed previously (16,21). During initial stages, rate of firming increased
with time which was caused by the casein particles (micelles) in milk linking
together to form a continuous clot or curd (18,19). Tile phase of acceleration of
firming in Fig. 2 was followed by an apparent linear increase in firmness with
time. If measurements were continued beyond that shown in Fig. 2, rates of
increase in firmness usually declined.
Comparison of Enzymes . Measurements made during clotting of milk with rennet
and Chymoset are shown i n Table 1 . Clotting time and firmi ng of clot appear to
be more variable in samples treated with Chymoset as compared to those treated
with rennet. Coefficients of variation (CV) of clot times were 2.00% and 2.50%
for milks A and B respectively when treated with rennet whereas CV of clot times
for Chymoset-treated milk were 4.50% and .30%. A higher value for CV indicates
greater variability between replicate measurements. Greater variability was
evident also in clot-to-cut-times of milksclotted with Chymoset. The CV for
rennet-treated milk were 3 . 40 and 2.20% whereas those for milk treated with
Chymoset were 3.50 and 6.80%. As would be expected, total time for Chymosettreated milk was more variable, CV - 3.60% in both mil~s, than in rennet-treated
samples (CV • 2.50% and 1 . 80%). Consequently, determining the point of cutting
milk coagulum based on time alone appears to be less acceptable when using a
rennet-pepsin mixture as compared to rennet.
Relationship between clot time and clot-to-cut-time was slightly different for
the two enzymes (Table 1) . Average clot-to-cut-time was 1 . 76 minutes shorter
than clot time of lot A treated with rennet but the difference was only 0.94
minute with pepsin. The discrepancy was greater for lot B; clot-to-cut-time was
2.73 minutes shorter than clot time for rennet-treated milk but was slightly
longer than clot time for milk treated with pepsin. Clot times were similar with
both enzymes within each lot of milk . This suggests that modifications of casein
micelles by -rennet-pepsin were slightly different than those by rennet so that
formation of the casein gel is slower in milk treated with the enzyme mixture .
Clot time, clot-to-cut-time, and total time were all shorter for milk lot B.
Faster clotting milk in lot B is most likely caused by daily variation in milk
composition received at the UW Dairy Plant since the same enzyme preparations
were used for each lot.
Commercial trials. The apparatus used in this study appears promising as an
instrument to monitor firmness of milk gels formed by milk-clotting enzymes
under commercial conditions. It is precise, yields reproducible data, and is
sufficiently st urdy for use in commercial plants. Preliminary experiments i n
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the University of Wisconsin Dairy Plant and a commercial Cheddar cheese plant
were encouraging. Recorder traces were similar to those obtained under laboratory conditions. Curd at cutting in manufacturing of Cheddar cheese was found to
be firmer (44-unit span on the recorder) than that for Brick cheese (27-unit
span). Firmness at cutting was found to be fairly consistent for a given variety
of cheese and within each manufacturing operation but differed between operations.
Recorder spans of 66-67 units were observed at cutting in one commercial Cheddar
cheese plant and 34-42 units in a second plant. Reasons for the difference between plants is not apparent but air movement over vats was considerably faster
in the plant where higher readings were obtained. It is possible that the milk
surface cooled slightly resulting in an apparent lower firmness of the curd near
the surface . The device would, of course, test firmness below the surface.
Firmness at cutting in one Mozzarella cheese operation was slightly greater than
that for Cheddar cheese. The range in firmness of curd in three vats was 70- 88
units; firmness in a fourth vat was 61 units . In the fourth vat, firmness was
measured in the end of the vat where the cheese maker finished adding milkclotting enzyme . It is possible that a lesser amount of enzyme was added at that
end and stirring of the milk did not distribute the enzyme uniformily.
The device appears promising also for monitoring firmness of Cottage cheese curd
at cutting even though limited observations were made. A detectable increase in
firmness was not observed until the final 25 minutes of the 5-hour short-set
manufacturing process. Firmness of clotted milk in four vats in which observations were made varied widely at cutting (8,12,40 and 72 units). The curd was
visibly softer in the two second vats exhibiting lower firmness values .
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Table 1.

Time intervals for different phases of clotting milk
treat ed with rennet or rennet-pepsin mixture

Type of milk-clotting enzyme
Milk lot

Rennet-pepsin

Rennet
Clot time

Clot-to-cut-time

Total time

Clot time

Clot-to-cu t-time

Total time

(min) --------------------------------A

15.9

14.4

30.3

15.8

14.4

30.2

16.0

14.4

30.4

16.5

15.2

31.7

15.3

13.6

28.9

15.0

13.8

28.8

15.4

13.6

29 .o

14.8

14.8

29 .6

15.6

13.4

29.0

15.2

14.4

29.6

Mean agd SDa 15.64 ± .31
2.00%
CV
95% Clc
15. )0~1Jg6. 00
B

a
c

so ~
cv -

29.52 ± .76
2.50%

15.46 ± .70
4.50%

14.52 ± .51
3.50%

28.67~\1~30.41

14.66~\1~16.26

l3.95~u~l5.11

29.98 ± 1.10
3.60%
28 . 74~\1~31.22

14.0

11.4

25.4

13.6

14.8

28.4

14.1

10.9

13.5

13.0

26.4

13.4

11.0

25.0
.2 4.4

13.5

13.6

27.1

Mean and SDa 13.83 ± .35
cvb
2.50%
95% Clc
13. 20~1J~14. 48

b

13 .88 ± .47
3.40%
13. 359~14 . 43

Standard deviation
Coefficient of variation

Cl • Confidence interval

11.10 ± .24
2. 20%
10. 64~1J~11. 54

24.93 ± .44
1.80%

13.53 ± .05
.30%

13.80 ± .93
6 . 80%

27.30 ± .98
3.60%

24.12~1J~25.74

13.56~1J~13.64

12.08~1J~15 . 50

25 .54~)J~29 .12

Fig. 1.

Cross-section (not to scale) of gel firmness
detection apparatus.

a) transmitting capsule,

b) receiving capsule, c) corrugated diaphragm,
d) flat rigid plate, e) reciprocating piston.

,.KANSDUCER

Receiving
capsule

SENSING UNIT

Fig. 2.

Trace generated during clotting of milk sample
from time of enzyme addition to time of cutting.
CT - clot time (time from enzyme addition to
visible clotting).
K - time from visible clotting until firmness
44
of gel generates a recorder span of 44 units.
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THE MANUFACTURE OF MOZZARELLA CHEESE FROM RECONSTITUTED NONFAT DRY MILK SOLIDS
by Marvin P. Thompson, Jos e ph F. Flanagan,
Dorothy P. Brower, and Dana M. Gyurics ek
Storage of U.S . Government surplus es of nonfa.t dry milk (NDM) i s a pproaching 700
mi ll ion pounds. The co s ts of s torage and deteriora tion of quality over prolonged
perio ds represent a significant financial loss to the American public. Although
a portion of the NDM can be purchased and used in baked goods and confectionary
goods , a sizable quantity will not be used, especially if milk production remains
high. As an approach to alleviating the surplus of NDM, we conducted research
on t he suitability of manufacturing certain cheeses from reconstituted NDM.
Whi l e Cottage, Colby, Muenster , and Cheddar have all been manufactured by us,
we will limit our comments to the manufacture of Mozzarella.
The first studies on Mozzarella were designed to produce a cheese with high moisture (>50%) and low fat (18% or less). This composition could easily be achieved
by manufac turing the cheese as shown in Figure 1. It is imperative that high
quality low heat NDM be used in the manufacture of Mozzarella. When as little
as 12% of the low heat NDM is replaced by high heat NDM, the curd lacks stretch
and melt characteristics and has a grainy texture. Coagulation of the reconstitut ed low heat NDM by animal or microbial rennet is normal without the addition
of calc ium chloride. A lower pH, 5.05 - 5 . 10, is also necessary for the NDM cheese
to have good stretch characteristics. The reason for this is unclear, except that
a sma ll amount of denatured whey pro tein on the casein particles could interfere
wi t h the typical elasticity and stretch of cheese that is obtained at pH 5.15 5 . 20 with fresh milk.
The hi gh moisture cheese made by the above procedure shreds remarkably well .
Some of our studies have shown that when NDM Mozzarella is frozen for as long as
6 - 9 months, the thawed product still retained much of its good quality. Commercial production and industrial freezing of a high moisture cheese could yield
dif f erent results.
Mozzarella cheese manufactured by the above method has been evaluated by at least
s ix different commercial firms. The consensus was that flavor, color, and meltab il ity were all acceptable. Occasionally, the body characteristics have been
cr i tic ized as "weak", and, in one instance, the shredability was unacceptable.
In very high moisture cheese, a gummy body would be accepted. Therefore, to
op t i mize conditions, a moisture content of 46 - 50% would be more ideal for
proper body and shredability of the product.
The manufacture of Eastern Type Mozzarella, where direct-to-the-vat lactic cultures
have replaced "coccus" and "rods", has yielded excellent quality cheeses with moist ure contents above 55% (Table 1). With this cheese, the curd is not cooked but
is maintained at 35°C (95°F) throughout the stir-out operation. The nonheating of
t he curd results in higher moisture cheeses.
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Yields of cheese based upon the total pounds of NDM added ranged from 1 - 1.2 lbs.
cheese/lb. NDM. While the percent moisture in the cheese affects yield, at 46 48 % moisture one pound of NDM produces one pound of Mozzarella.
All of our research on the manufacture of Mozzarella cheese was performed on 200
gallon lots of milk; the curd was conventionally cheddared; and stretching and
molding were done either by hand or by using the facilities of a local Italian
cheese manufacturing plant. Scaling up the procedure to large commercial vats
and molding equipment has been done by several industries. However, the manufacture of the cheese from NDM has not yet, eo our knowledge, been performed on
automated equipment. Therefore, the cheese maker must adjust conditions of
cooking, pH of stretching, and molding, depending on the equipment used. For
example, acid development is faster because the starter microbex grow more
rapidly on heat denatured proteins (more peptides, more amino acids) from reconstituted NDM than from fresh milk. Adjustment of moisture to 46 - 50% can
be obtained by raising the cooking temperature to 42 - 45°C and by holding in
the whey for longer periods. It appears certain that very close control of
NOM Mozzarella can be obtained regardless of the manufacturing procedure and
that, because of controlled composition upon reconstitution, a more uniform
cheese could be made daily.
The use of NDM in the manufacture of excellent quality Mozzarella is a practical
approach to the partial utilization of U.S . Government surplus stocks. Cheese
made from NOM can be distributed through state and Federal school lunch programs.
In areas of milk shortage, the cheese can be manufactured on location, thereby
reducing the costs of shipment, a large part of which is water. Perhaps foreign
markets could be established for sale of NOM Mozzarella ~roviding, as it does
in our domestic sales, a valuable source of protein and fats.
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Table 1.

Composition of Commercial Mozzarella* Cheese and Those

Manufactured from Reconstituted NDM and Cream (this study)
Commercially
manufactured
Analysis

A

B

This study

c

2

3

4**

5**•***

Moisture (%)

46.5

50.0

51.7

50 .1

50.1

52.4

51.4

56.6

Fat (%)

18.0

15.0

17.0

16.0

16.5

17.0

17.0

14 .75

Salt (%)

1. 95

1.42

1.53

1.0

1.1

1.0

1.5

1.35

pH

5.31

5.27

5.23

5.45

5.33

5.28

5.2 2

5.22

* Part-skim Mozzarella.
**Manufactured with Marschall Superstart. 1
*** Manufact ured from hydrolyzed lactose milk.

1The mention of commercial items is for your convenience and does not
constitute a n endorsement by the Department of Agriculture over other
items of similar nature not mentioned.
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Figure 1.

Manufacture of Mozzarella Cheese from Reconstituted NDM

WATER
Add NDM + 40-45% cream
to give a fat to casein
ratio of 1:1.2 .
PASTEURIZE

VAT
Add active culture, IU1%.
Ripen 30-60 min.
Add 75-90 cc coagu1ant/1000 1b M.
Set, * 25-30 min.
CUT, 1/2"
HOLD 10-15 min.
COOK to 104°F in 30 min.
HOLD 15 min.
DRAW WHEY.
WHEY

CURD
CHEDDAR a t 95-97°F.
pH 5.05-5.10
STRETCH, MOLD
LOAVES
COOL
BRINE
PACKAGE
FINISHED CHEESE
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The fo llowing paper was presented by Professor Donald M. Irvine.
Depar tment Of Food Science, University of Guelph, Guelph, Ontario,
Canada , especially for the 15 Annual Marschall Invitational Italian
Chee s e Seminar held at the Dane County Exposition Centre, Madison,
Wisconsin, on May 2, 1978.
BACTERIOLOGICAL STANDARDS FOR ITALIAN CHEESE IN CANADA
by Professor Donald M. Irvine.
Outbre aks of food-borne disease caused by Escherichia coli have been
attri buted to the consumption of ice cream, cheese and other dairy
produc ts (1, 7, 8). Enteropathogenic strains of E. coli have been
implicated as the causative organ ism of gastroente ritis and other
prob l e ms such as food poisoning (2, 3 ,5). Because of their apparent
assoc iation with food-borne illnesses, their isolation and identification becomes important.
The p resence of coagular positive staphylococci and their toxins in
chees e and cheese slurries has been reported.
Zehren and Zehren
(11 , 12) also reported on a number of instances of food-borne poisoning
invo l v ing a number of cases of food poisoning of cheese made in the
u.s . Staphylococci grow in milk during the normal cheese making process and normally die out as the cheese ages. However if a sweet
chees e (low acid) is being made Zehren and Zehren (11, 12) indicated
tha t enterotorins types A,B,C,D, have been produced from Sta~h aureus.
Th ese toxins are heat stable and if toxin production is foun 1n a
chee se it must not be processed but must be disposed of.
Th e Canadian Department of Health and Welfare in considering cheese
and the wide range of factory conditions under which cheese are made
and in view of the fact that cheese as supplied to the consumer is
ready to eat and therefore has been of great c 0 ncern as a potential
Hea lth Hazard.
The Health Protection Branch, Health and Welfare Canada (4) established
standards for Coliform and Staphylococci for cheese. These standards
will become law later this year.
The standards are listed in Table 1.
The standards per gram of cheese will be total coliforms m = 500,
M = 1500, fecal coliforms m = 100, M = 500 and Staphylococcus aureaus
m- 100, M ~ 1000. For cheese made from pasteur1zed milk.
For raw
'mi l k the standards are more severe, as is shown in the table.
These standards are fairly rigorous and they are based on surveys done
by t he Department and by our Department at the University of Guelph.
The study that was performed at the University of Guelph was based on
chee s e selected at the Plants or by fieldman of the Ontario Ministry of
Agri culture. The results of our studies on some of the Italian cheese
made in Ontario are shown in Table 2.
It will be noted that the Fontina
and Montasio had high counts. The Ricotta cheese had counts in the
mill ions. Table 3 indicates the Fecal coli on the same cheese. The
numbe rs of fecal coliform counts on the Fontina, Fresca and Montasio
were still high.
Table 5 indicates the Staphylococcus aureaus in our survey of Italian
chee s e . There were a number of these that had a high Staphyococci
coun ts.
Table 6 indicates the coagulase positive Staph aureus per gram of cheese

-2The Cacciocavallo, Fresca and Ricotta had high counts. These are the
organisms that can produce enterotoxins and therefore there number are
considered seriously.
·
Since the initial studies were conducted, other studies have been
carried out to determine the significances of these numbers to the
industry.
Dr. Myhr, of our Department, analyzed the data from many of our Public
Health, and private laboratories and his results in Italian cheese are
indicated in Table 6. This indicates the number of Coliforms that had
counts greater than 500. The 50% of the samples from the plants making
Fruilina had counts higher than the standards.
Some of the labs were
not performing fecal counts and so these are not tabulated.
The Staph aureus counts are listed in Table 7. These did not seem to
be any concern with the Staph aureus counts as only 4.7% of the
Mozzarella counts were greater than 100 the legal maximum.
Dr. J. Sterns of the Ontario Ministry of Health conducted a study of
1500 samples that were sent in to the Public Health Laboratories last
year. After the first notification of the proposed standards the
industry was called to special meetings were the bacterial counts
were discussed and remedies suggested. The data in Table follows
the meetings.
It is still obvious that some of our plants have improved dramatically but a number of the samples can not meet the standards.
Table 9 indicates the number of Staph aureus in the cheese analyzed
last year. The · results look suprisingly good but there are still some
areas of problem in Cacciotta and Fruilina cheese.
Tables 10 and 11 indicate the numbers of coliforms and Staph aureus
in Cheddar cheese and the Cheddar cheese compared with other types
of cheeses.
It is obvious from this data that the numbers of coliform
organisms decrease as cheese ages. This is indeed true on the old
Cheddar raw or pasteurized had low coliform counts. The current percentage of samples that do not meet our Health and Welfare criteria
have dropped from about 15-16% to less than 11 percent since this
testing has commenced.
These standards apply to all cheese made in Canada or imported into
Canada.
I think these standards will improve the sanitation in our
plants a great deal.
I might suggest that you may be faced with similar standards in the near future.
The standards of food products in
Canada and in the U.S. are uniformly high and both the Food and Drug
and Health and Welfare collaborate quite closely.
There is one aspect of these regulations that is . quite unfair and to
date has not been resolved. As you noticed from the last slide the
numbers of Coliforms decreased rapidly 'i n chees·e with age. What is
unfair is that Canadian cheese is sampled in the curd stage and yet
imported cheese will not be sampled until it arrives in Canada, when
it wil l have some age and when the number of coliform are low.
It
has also been reported in the literature that the use of nitrates in
milk will reduce the numbers of coliform.

-3Let us look at coliforms in milk and their significance, Coliform
·originate from the intestinal tract of the cow which is not subject to
enteric infections common to man. All raw milk is thought to contain
coliform. The presence of these organisms in raw milk is not considered
to be of any consequence unless they are present in extremely large
numbers and ' unless the cheese is being made from raw milk. The presence
of large numbers in milk is indicative to poor quality milk, undesirable
cleaning practices to careless milk handling.
The organism called Coliforms belong to the Escheria coli and Aerobacter
aerogenes group. We are concerned mainly with E. coli and those that
grow at 45.5 and are called fecal coli or enteropathogenic.
Coliform organism ferment lactose and produce large amounts of carbon
dioxide which may occur in the vat or the press creating gas slits or
holes as well as giving the cheese an unclean flavour.
The slides
give an indication of some typical gas production by E. coli.
Control
Coliform organisms are destroyed by normal pasteurizing temperatures.
There are some strains that are not destroyed but these are rare. The
organisms may be slightly inhibited by an active starter but they still
grow and produce gas with an active lactose culture. Coliforms grow
well at 100° and more slowly at room temperature
Salt suppresses the
gas production of coliform.
How do coliforms get into pasteurized milk
There must be post pasteurization contamination. Look at some of the
coliform counts of Ricotta.
Ricotta is sterile when taken out of the
hot whey at l75°F.
I have been in plants where sterile Ricotta was
taken from the vats and placed in sterile hoops. After l hour draining
in the plant the Ricotta had high numbers of coliform bacteria. The
increase was caused by air movement in the plant.
In Ricotta plants
~ing open steam kettles, the rooms are moist and moisture covers the
walls and ceilings. The air movement in the plants will carry these
coliforms that thrive on Ricotta cheese. We have used hoods over the
steam kettles and this has helped a great deal. Gas heaters in the
ceiling of the make room have dried up the air and helped to control
the problem.
For control
Have proper pasteurizing temperatures, sanitize all equipment before
use, use good cultures, dry air in plant.
Let us consider the question of the Staphylocci, their origin and control
The source of the Staphylococci are from animal sources, Mastitis of
cows boils, nasal passages of humans or infections are some of the
common sources. These organism will g~ow in milk during the temperatures employed in cooking. The optimum temperature is ll2-ll6°F.
The minimum pH for growth is pH 4.8 in aerobic and 5.5 under anaerobic
conditions.

-4As was demonstrated by Zehren (11, 12) in his excellent study on this
subject that toxin production by Staph aureus only occurs at low levels
of acid production. They showed that for Cheddar cheese there was no
toxin production in any cheese that was milled with greater than 0.20%
milling acidity .
Dr. Stern of the Ontario Public Health in his studies
on Ontario Cheese show that there is no toxin production below pH 6.1.
This is comfortihg that most of our cheese have pH values below pH 6.1.
Duitschaever and Irvine (4) showed that a Cheddar cheese which had
surface mould and a surface pH of 7.01 contained Staphylococci and toxins.
If cheese are properly made with the correct development of acid and
mould the cheese will not contain enterotoxins. However, the problem
arises when the cheese has low acid production due to phage or antibiotics.
Here the cheese maker must monitor the cheese closely.
I believe that we are being forced to increase the sanitation in our
industry and that there will be increasing pressures to do so. This
trend will continue in both Canada and in the U.S. We must be vigilent
of our sanitation to ensure that the consumer obtain Italian cheese
produced under the highest sanitary standards.
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TABLE 1
MAXIMUM BACTERIAL CONTENT FOR CANADIAN CHEESE

PASTEURIZED

MILK

RAW MILK

c
2
2
2

STAPH AUREUS

M

SAMPLES BELOW LARGE M

c

NO OF SAMPLES WHICH CAN EXCEED SMALL M BUT TON ONE CAN
EXCEED ,

ORGANISM

M

M

M

COLI FORMS

500
100
100

1500
500
500

5000 50,000
500 LOOO
1000 10,000

E, COLI

r1

TABLE 2
COLIFORM COUNTS PER GRAM OF ONTARIO CHEESE

CHEESE.,

., '

.

NO OF
-SAMPLES

MOZZARELLA

3
17
5
16

MOZZARELLA p .s.

ll

MONTASIO

10
2
12
1

BRA
CACCfOCAYALLO
FONTINA

PRlMO SALE
RICOTTA
ROMANO
.,. -..:

~

.,. ,. , . ,. ,. , ......... '

'.

NO
CONTAMINATES

2
9
3

6
2
8

,. ,. ' ,

.. ,.

1
7
1

(1974)
COLI FORMS
RANGE

15-90
1-650
4-30,000
2-4
1-2
6-116 ,000
100
60-32r1
1300

TABLE 3
FAECAL E, COLI OF ONTARIO CHEESE
CHEESE.

BRA
CACCIOCAVALLO
FONTINA
FRESCA
MOZZARELLA
MOZZARELLA P, S,
MONTASlO
PRIMO SALE
PROVOLONE
ROMANO
STELLA

NO(S POSITIVE

2
6
3
1
3
2
6
1
1
0
0

MEAN

30
150
2000
19000
2
2
22500
1
20

RANGE

15-90
2-650
4-3000
2-3
2-3
150-116000

TABLE 4
STAPHYLOCOCCI PER GRAM OF ONTARIO CHEESE

CHEESE

NO OF
SAMPLES

3
17
CACCIOCAVALLO
5
FONTINA
3
FRESCA
16
MOZZARELLA
MOZZARELLA P.S, 11
10
MONTASIO
2
PRIMO SALE
8
PROVOLONE
12
RECOTTA
4
ROMANO
4
STELLA

BRA

NO
CONTAMINATED

1
6

2
2
9
4
8
0
3
8
2
2

MEAN

RANGE

800
Lf,500
2.000
4.2M
750
L100
2,000

10-26,000
90-3,000
450,000-7.9M
70-6,000
60-2,000
40-12,000

40
2,100
175
18,000

10-60
60-8,400
110-250
13,000-23,000

TABLE 5
s. AUREUS PER GRAM OF ONTARIO CHEESE
CHEESE

NO, OF SAMPLES
POSITIVE

RICOTTA

1
2
0
1
3
1
1
0
0
1

ROMANO

1

STELLA

0

BRA
CACCIOCAVALLO
FONT INA
FRESCA
MOZZARELLA
MOZZARELLA P,S,
MONTASIO
PRIMO SALE
PROVOLONE

MEAN

680
13,000
400,000
15
40
30

3,'000
60

RANGE

10-26,000

10-20

TABLE 6
CHEES E SURVEY ONTARIO SEPT

CHEESE
CACCIOCAVALLO
COSATA
FRUILONA
MONTASJO
MAZZARE LLA
PROVOLONE
RECOTTA
SCOMOZE

NO OF PLANTS

4
2
5
3
12
2
8
3

75 -

SEPT

NO OF SAMPLES

11

24
10
31
107
3
83
3

76
TOTAL COLI FORM
>500

%

2
6
5
5
21
0
9
0

18.2
25
50
16.1
19.6
0
11

0

TABLE 7
CHEESE SURVEY ONTARIO SEPT. 75 - SEPT. 76
STAPH AUREIJS /G
NO >

100

%

, ..

CASATA

0
0

FRUtLONA

0

MONTASfO

0

MOZZARELLA

5

PROVOLONE

0

RECOTTA

3

SCOMOZE

0

CACCIOCAlALLO

0

0

4.7
3.6

TABLE 8
MICROBIOLOGI CAL ANALYSIS OF ONTARIO CHE ESE

NO, OF
SAMPLES

BRA
CACCIOCAVALLO
CACIOTTA
CASATA
FRUILANO
MO NTASIO
MOZZAR ELLA
PROVOLONE
RICOTTA
ROMAN O
SCOMOZE
STELLA

11
10
15
22
19
22
166
21
116
18
29
10

TOTAL COLI FORMS
>5 00 %

(1977,)

FAECAL COLIFORMS
> 10 0 %

NO

%

NO

%

3
2
9
9
14
4
30
2
35
0
5
0

27.3
20
60
41
74
18
18
9
30

1
0
3
3
15
3
26
2
26
0
3
0

9.1

17
0

J , E, STERNS, ONTAR IO MINISTRY OF HEALTH,

20
13

79
13

16
7
22
10
0

TABLE 9
MICROBIOLOGICAL ANALYSES OF ONTARIO CHEESE

STAPH AUREUS

1

NO , OF
SAMPLES
BRA
CACCIOCAYALLO
CACIOTTA
CASATA
FRUI LANO
MONTASIO
MOZZARELLA
PROVOLONE
RICOTTA
ROMANO
SCOMOZE
STELLA

1977,

11
10
15
22
19
22
166
21
116
18
29
10

J,E, STERNS, ONTARIO MINISTRY OF HEALTH,

> 100 g

NUMBERS

1
0
4
0
3
0
8
0
4

0
1
0

%

9
26
16
4.8
0
3.4
0
3.4

TABLE 10
MICROBIOLOGICAL ANALYSES OF CHEDDAR CHEESE (SEP T,

75-76)

NO OF PLANTS

NO OF SAMP LES

TOTAL COLIFORM/G

12

33

5

15.2

(3-9 MONTHS)

8

10

0

0

OLD ( > 9 MONTHS)

2

7

0

0

8

21
28
40

5
1

23 .9

0

0

>500

..

PAS TEURIZED
MILD (0-3 MONTHS)
MED

RAW
MILD
MEDIUM
OLD

21
9

3, 6

TABLE 11
MICROBIOLOGICAL ANALYSES OF ONTARIO CHEESE

NO OF
SAMPLES

TOTAL
COLI FORMS
> 500

FAECAL
COLI FORMS

(1977)

STAPH AUREUS

>100/g

NO

%

NO

%

NO

%

9.9

76

12.7

67

11.3

16

25

3

CHEDDAR

595

59

OTHER TYPES

851

188

22

148

CHEDDAR INCLUDES RAW AND PASTEURIZED,
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The following paper was presented by David P. Crusius , Executive Secretary,
Wisconsi n Cheese Makers' Association, 115 West Main Street, Madison, Wisconsin
53703 especially for the 15th Annual Marschall Invitational Seminar held at the
Dane County Exposition Center, Madison, Wi scons in, on May 2, 1978.
THE POLITICS OF CHEESE
by David P. Crusius
It has been estimated that with the advent of a marketable imitation cheese
that this product will garner approximately ten to fifteen percent of the tota l
cheese sales by the early 1980's .
Before we get into the imitation cheese question a few givens need to be stated
so as to define the parameters of the issue and also the position of the Wisconsin
Cheese Makers' Assn., as it pertains to imitation cheese.
1.

Imitation cheese has been developed and is here to stay whether thos e
of us in the industry like it or not. No amount of wishing, hoping,
crying or screaming is going to change that fact . This is particularity
true in light of common business sense which dictates that when there
is a demand for a product, whether real or contrived through advertising,
a supply will either be found or developed to fit that demand.

2.

If, in order to meet this demand, it is necessary for private enterprise
to invest substantial sums of money into research and development, in order
to come up with a saleable item, it naturally follows that to protect
their investment of time and money and to ultimately turn a profit, it
will be necessary for that firm to develop and implement a marketing s trategy.

3.

There has been developed and subsequently marketed a number of imitation
cheeses; most notably cheddar, colby and mozzarella . Needless to say, the
imitation cheese with which the Wisconsin Cheese Makers' Assn., has spent
the bulk of its efforts in trying to define has been the imitation mozzarella
because of its extensive application.
A.

4.

Aside from the obvious financial considerations, imitation mozzarella
is being marketed to fast food outlets, frozen pizza manufacturers,
pizzerias, and school lunch programs for one simple reason: The
consumer is probably not going to question if the cheese they are
eating is real or imitation nor are they, as in the case of frozen
pizzas, going to read the fine print under ingredients to see if the
cheese is natural or imitation.

You ask how can this be? The WCMA feels as though this is not an attempt
by industry to deceive the consumers,rather it is a case of a rapidly
expanding technology which has created a void of any clear guidelines and
definitions on the part of the federal regulatory agencies which is causing
the deception .

-2Allow me to reiterate the parameters before we get into the meat of the topic.
There was and is a demand for the product; private enterprise has sought to
meet that demand; the product is being marketed; due to the lack of any clear
guidelines and definitions on the part of federal regulatory agencies the WCMA
feels the consumer is being deceived. Hence, this neccesitated our taking
action in federal district court; actions currently under way with USDA and
FDA; our anticipated actions in the state legislature; and actions currently
taken with the Congressional delegation.
February 13th, the Wisconsin Cheese Makers' Assn., filed Brief Amicus Curiae
in Federal District Court in support of the State Department of Agriculture
in their lawsuit with Anthony J. Pizza Foods Corporation more commonly known
as John's Pizza. The case revolves around the right of the State of Wisconsin
to enforce regulations that are stiffer than those of the fed. John's is
using 1 to 1 ratio of imitation mozzarella to natural cheddar without any clear
and distinctive labeling. The Wisconsin Department of Agriculture took the
position that without more prominent labeling the product is mislabeled and
subject to being prohibited from sale in Wisconsin under Wisconsin statutes .
The heart of our argument is as follows:
..•••. The Wisconsin Cheese Makers' Association (WCMA) is, to our knowledge, the
oldest trade association in the State of Wisconsin, having its origin in 1891.
Its state-wide membership of plants produces a substantial share of the cheese
which makes Wisconsin a leading state in the production of cheese . In its
capacity as a spokesman for the cheese industry, WCMA is concerned that consumers
are not being properly informed that in purchasing the pizza in question, the
consumer is getting a product in which 50% of the cheese is actually a nondairy cheese substitute •
•.. ... Lack of consideration of the issue by USDA leads to the ludicrous result
of a situation wherein a manufacturer could maintain a 100:1 ratio of imitation
product to natural product and get by with an innocuous designation in the finely
printed list of ingredients that the product contained an imitation product without any mention of its percentage to the natural product. In a case where we
are considering a main ingredient in a very popular food product, it becomes
clear that USDA has not enacted any standards for the labeling of pizza which
contains non-dairy cheese substitutes and we believe this leaves WDA with
jurisdiction to proceed on its action .
.• ••.. Cheese is clearly one of the key ingredients in pizza. The consumer expects
to have a pizza containing a tomato sauce and cheese and then purchases that
pizza which has the additional meat and other products which are desired. In
this case, the high ratio of imitation cheese product to natural cheese is
deceptive to the consumer .
...•.. We do not believe the argument in this case would be whether the imitation
cheese product is as nutritious as the natural cheese product, but rather the
consumer's right to make a choice of the pizza to be purchased based on those
factors which the consumer believes are important. From both an appearance and
taste standpoint, the combination of imitation cheese and natural cheese in a
1:1 ratio completely disguises its presence. The listing of "imitation mozzarella
cheese" in the midst of the fine print listing of ingredients on the back of the
package would be noticeable to only the most sophisticated shopper .

-3...... The consumer today is s ubjec t to mass advertising which of ten s ays "buy
the rea l thing." If a consumer wants an imitation product or a product conta ini ng
one or more imitation ingredients, he should not be precluded from purcha s ing l t .
However, if the consumer wants a product with no imitation ingredients, he
should not be deceived into purchasing one with such imitation ingredients. The
t ype of cheese that is u sed in a pizza greatly affects the taste of the product.
The Stipula tion of Facts states that the plaintiff is using a non-dairy cheese
s ubstitute a product manufactured by Anderson Clayton, which it calls "Unique
Loaf."
..•... We believe tha t a product is either cheese or it is something else
completely. Apparently, Anderson Clayton agrees since it does not attempt to
use the word cheese in the designa tion of its product as "Uni que Loaf." WCMA
feels that a product is either mozzarella cheese or it is not cheese at all.
Cheese makers belonging to our association do not fear competition between natural
cheese and non-dairy cheese substitutes. However, they do fear that where a
substan tial amount of cheese $Ubstitute is being u sed without anything to alert
the consumer to it, the consumer cannot make a comparison between the natural
produc t and the non-dairy substitute . In recent years, each state has passed
various t ypes of consumer laws and we believe it is common knowledge that these
laws vary greatly from state to state .
.•••.• If the use of a non-dairy substituteis b eneficia l in more ways than
simpl y a cost-cutting measure for the manufacturer, then the display of its
use in a more promine nt fashion will not be detrimental t o the product .

This case is still in Federal District Court .
Out of the John's case, the WCMA filed a petition with USDA Assistant Secretary
of Agriculture Carol Tucker Foreman, April 20, 1978, which reads:
Dear Ms. Foreman:
The Wisconsin Cheese Makers' Association herewith petitions USDA for a
review and r ewrite of its book entitled Review of Standards and Label Policy
as it pertains to cheese.
The WCMA is certain that at the time this book was published ther e wasn 't
any such thing as imitation cheese on the market. However, the advent of
"imitations" or analogs, as we prefer to call them, has become a reality .
Because of this we ask tha t the gap created by technology, as it pertains to
USDA 's s tanda rds and label policy, and to pizza in general, be rectif ied.
On pages 102 and 103 the Review of Standa rds and Label Policy makes
ex tensive mention of the meat ingredients allowed in pizza. Specifically,
it a ppears as though USDA is concerned primarily with the quality and l abeling
of meat and mea t food products with no reference to cheese . On page s 140 a nd
141 of the Review an analysis is made of textured soy products found with
cer tain meat and poultry products. In the case of chicken salad, if the ratio
of chi cken to textured vegetable protein drops below 7:1, the product must
be labeled "chicken and textured protein salad."

-4Cheese is a main ingredient of pizza and in many instances the ratio of
cheese to the analogous non-dairy product is 1:1. Most notably John's Pizza
and Lizio Foods have utilized the non-dairy product in their pizzas and could
conceivably market a pizza with one part of cheese to 100 parts of the analog
and be req~ired only to state, in the fine print, on the backside of the carton
under ingredients, that an imitation cheese" is used with a real cheese. We
feel that this sort of an arrangement is deceptive to the consumer and creates
quite a threat to the cheese industry.
If USDA requires the kind of labeling which it does on chicken salad
vis a vis fill, the Wisconsin Cheese Makers' Association requests, at the
very least, that the same ratio be applied to cheese; i.e., 7 parts of cheese
to one part analog, and that anything superceding this ratio should be prominent
labeled as "Cheese and non-dairy analog' or some other sort of labeling which
discerns the difference between the two.
We would object to the use of the word "imitation cheese" in the labeling
inasmuch as: (1) Either a cheese is cheese or it isn't and (2) there are
100% dairy cheeses that are close facsimilies to a specific class and style
of cheese but do not meet the standards to a "T" or have an additive such as
smoke flavoring and are therefore designated "imitation cheeses."
The dilemna over naming the "non-dairy imitation analog" has been going
on in the feifdom of FDA for quite some time. Repeated promises have been
made to the cheese industry that a standardization of standards and a rewrite
of the pertinent sections is shortly forthcoming. We recognize that FDA is not
within the domain of USDA. However, we urge your assistance in moving FDA
off of dead center on the behalf of the cheese industry and, more importantly,
the consumers.

This whole labeling situation is very confusing to members of the cheese
industry, to say nothing of the confusion it must create with all but the
most astute and well-read consumers.
In closing, the Wisconsin cheese industry does not fear competition with
analogs as long as the consumer is given the opportunity to intelligently
decide. We feel this can be dony by:
(1)
(2)
(3)

ratio standards;
proper labeling on the front of packages;
use of a word or phrase other than "imitation cheese" when defining
a non-dairy product.

In March the Wisconsin Cheese Makers' Association supported a bill
maneuvering in the State Legislature which transferred enforcement
statutes to the Wisconsin Department of Agriculture along with the
up administrative code which prohibits the use of oleomargarine in
public eating places unless specifically requested.

and the subsequent
of the oleomargarin<
authority to draw
institutions and

This bill was subsequently passed and signed into law by the governor.

-5In the next legislative session the WCMA will be seeking sponsors of similar
enab ling legislation in relation to natural cheese versus imitation cheese and their
use in public eating places so that consumers are not deceived.
This week the Wisconsin Cheese Makers' Association will be petitioning the Wisconsin
Congressional delegation for an explanation on why the Federal Government sets price
supp orts for milk and has established the CCC when imitation cheese has been approved
for use in schoo l lunch programs which are federally subsidized. Somewhere along
the l ine their appears to be some inconsistencies and incongruencies that need answering and accounting for.
The Wisconsin Cheese Makers' Association is not opposed to imitation cheese. There
is a demand for it and we appreciate that demand and sympathize with those persons
who can't eat the real thing. Imitations are needed to fill that void. We applaud
the ability of private industry not only to develop the product but to successfully
market it. Our concern is that the cheese industry, be it Italian, American, or
Fo reign types, are adequately protected from the ambiguities and confusion that
currently revolves around the issue. It should be noted that given proper labeling,
a proper definition of the Standard, and implementation of some of the other avenues
brief ly touched upon this afternoon the cheese industry can be assured that the
consumer will be making a conscious choice as to which product they will purchase
and that they will not be deceived into thinking that they are purchasing one thing
when in fact they are getting something else.
One final note, if you are members of the Wisconsin Cheese Makers' Association please
stay involved. Your support may mean the difference between winning some of these
battles or losing them. If you aren 't a member of the Associa tion whether you live
in the s tate or not, we actively encourage your participation so that we can best
represent the interests of the industry.

